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Summary 
E-mail usage has become the most popular computer based 
method on the internet. The primary goal in E-mail processes is 
to decrease E-mail delivery time which is the key important 
point in order to improve E-mail performance for the duration of 
sending an E-mail message. SMTP (Simple Mail Transfer 
Protocol) is the E-mail transport protocol used to transfer E-mail 
messages to and from the mail server and used to transfer 
messages between the local hosts in the local network. This 
paper will explain and show the latency places in SMTP p~oto~ol 
which occurs during the SMTP client/server commumcat10n 
procedure and propose a new architecture for the clie~t/serv~r 
procedure to improve the current SMTP standards ~h1ch_ Will 

enhance E-mail performance and reduce the latency m delivery 
time. 

Key words: 
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1. Introduction 

protocol, the best delivery time and high performance are 
the core important points; that is, to achieve E-mail 
messages transportation without any delay or latency, the 
SMTP has to perform the best transportation functionality . 
As a conclusion, the enhancement of the SMTP protocol 
will lead to creating better E-mail environment with more 
efficiency and-high E-mail server performance. 

The paper is organized as follows. In the next section 
we review the related work on SMTP protocol. In section 
3 and 4, we present a full description of SMTP 
client/server procedure, and show the latency places in 
SMTP protocol during the client/server procedure. 
Sections 5 present the contribution of this paper which is 
to enhance SMTP procedure in order to improve E-mail 
performance and reduce latency delivery time. Section 6 
will provide the conclusion of this paper. 

2. Related Work 

This section review some of previous work related to the 
The SMTP transport protocol used to transport the E-mail SMTP protocol, and the characteristics of its performance. 
messages from the client to the E-mail server and from the P.Tzerefos et a!. have done a comparison between SMTP 
E-mail server to the destination address. Using the SMTP protocol, Post Office Protocol (POP3), and X.400 
protocol; the messages are carried out from the sender and Electronic Mail Protocol. In this work the SMTP shows 
are passed over through the local network to the sender's relatively high weak-performance due to SMTP 
E-mail server, then it starts routing over the internet client/server handshake for each subsequent message, as a 

~-----netw<:lrk-tiU-an:i¥es-to-th<HeGipient!-s-E-mail-seFV~Thec---~c:'.on~c~l~u:;si~o~n.:,th~e~P;;O~P;,-;3~pr;;o;;:to~c=o:fl~h:-=as::=i:b-:-ee;:n:-:::pr:;o~v~e::id'+t;:.'oi:b:':e--;m~o~r;:;e:------
SMTP transportations step outlines the E-mail efficient than SMTP protocol; one reason behind this, is 
transportation from the sender to the recipient, and forces that the SMTP does not provide security aspects for sender 
reliability, efficiency and provides quick services [4). The authentication and does not guarantee E-mail message 
SMTP client/server communication procedure is achieved delivery, SMTP just allows to verify the existence of the 
via a set of steps; each of them is responsible for recipient of the E-mail message, in this case, an error 
accomplishing specific functions. This procedure message will be returned to the sender to resubmit the £-
commences with establishing a communication session mail message. Moreover, the SMTP protocol produce the 
between the client and the server, proceed by performing highest delay in end-to-end connections.[7] . Joachim 
specific client commands, followed by transferring the E- Charzinski, presented an observation of protocol 
mail message to the SMTP E-mail sever, upon the performance for E-mail transfer protocol in real-life 
transportation of E-mail message; the client proceeds by environment. This work has evaluated the traffic 
resending a new E-mail message or quitting the characteristics, and the performance measurement for 
communication with the E-mail server [4,5,6]. For SMTP SMTP, POP3 and IMAP. Multiple traces has been used 
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which through using it showed that SMTP client/server 
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Using the embedded data .compression lead to reduce the 
average time required to send an E-mail message but the 
number of processes increase before starting transaction, 
because it require using compression algorithm before 
starting sending E-mail message. [1]. 

3. SMTP ClienUServer Procedure 

performance is limited, that is due to the commands 
dialogue and E-mail server response time, which means 
that the largest latency in SMTP protocol occurs during 
the commands dialogue between the clients and the E-mail 
server, and during the operation of transferring the E-mail 
message data. The result shows that neither the increase in 
the bandwidth nor, the increase of the E-mail server 
response time can reduce the latency time for the client's 
requests. [3]. 
In Saket Kaushik et al. work; the SMTP recipients are The SMTP client/server procedure starts when a client in a 
given permission to control the recipient of the E-mail local network wants to send an E-mail message to another 
messages, and the connection with the sender by address outside the local network using the SMTP E-mail 
proposing three new type of policies, which are the server, or when the messages are transferred between the 
Service Level Agreement Policy (SLAP), Message hosts in the same network. The procedure starts with the 
Scheduling Policy (MSP), and Mailbox Resource client by creating a new TCP connection between the 
Allocation Policy (MRAP). SLAP addresses how the client and the E-mail server on port 25. This connection is 
receiver of an E-mail service provider interacts with a used to transfer the control commands and the E-mail data 
given sending E-mail service provider. MSP -which is the to the SMTP E-mail server. The SMTP client uses a 
output from . SLAP evaluation- shows how to deal with Domain Name System (DNS) to lookup if the address of 
each message in the sending E-mail service provider. the E-mail server is known. After the 'rCP connection is 
MRAP is used to determine how the messages are created; the client waits to receive an acknowledgment 
presented to the actual human recipient. Moreover this from the E-mail server which contains a 220 replay 
work have proposed an extension to the SMTP protocol greeting message. During this stage the sender cannot send 
architecture by extending the handshake procedure and any commands until receiving the acknowledgment, at that 
adding SHLO command, and add extra headers for the time; the client reply back to the acknowledgment by 
policy support which are X-Attributes, X-HdrHash, and sending a greeting message using HELO or EHLO 
X-Hash. However, all of the previous proposed extension command. This greeting message contains the client's 
of the SMTP protocol leads to increase the processes and identity. The server confirms using 250 (OK) reply codes. 
expand the commands dialogue which takes place before The next three steps for the E-mail transactions start from 
the E-mail message transfer to the recipient E-mail SMTP client sending MAIL command to the E-mail server, 
address.[5] which initiate a mail transaction and indicates the E-mail 
M. H. Haggag. Enhance the E-mail delivery by proposing return-address, and the E-mail server confmns using 250 
smart SMTP protocol which force reliability; highly (OK) reply codes. The previous step is followed by 
performance, and aims to minimize the delivery time by sending RCPT command from the client to identify an 
cutting the time consumed at the queuing phase through individual recipient ofthe E-mail data. The same operation 
processing all the messages belonging to the same E-mail is repeated by the server, both of them are 250 (OK) reply 
server as a bulk. The proposed SMTP contains two smart codes, -note that this operation can be repeated many 
agents which are Mail Transfer Agent (MTA) and Delayed times if the E-mail is being sent to multiple recipients-. To 
Delivery Agent (DDA), these agents use some other start sending an E-mail message, the SMTP client sends 

------components-to-improve-and-enhance-the-delivery-of-the-E'""- - --JDJ,AIA-command-an<Lthe--&maiLserveJ:-ConfmnS--b¥'---------
mail message. The threading controller takes the sending 354 reply codes, which indicate the beginning of 
responsibility of creating and controlling a group of the data transaction from the client to the SMTP E-mail 
threads, the grouping generator groups the messages by server. When all the E-mail data are sent to the SMTP E-
their destination address, and store the groups according to mail server, the client notifies the end of the E-mail data 
their priorities. The commands manager is used to enable by sending a line containing only a special character 
the communication with the destination E-mail server and ".".The server confmns by sending 250 (OK) reply codes. 
verifies the state of each command. The messages The client might repeat the same process if it has another 
manager in its tum is used to read, move, copy and delete E-mail to be sent to the server using the same TCP 
the messages. Finally, the communication controller is the connection. If no more E-mails to be send to the E-mail 
one responsible to control the network communication. [6] . server, the connection will be closed by sending QUIT 
Alka Nand et al. proposed a compression extension and command to the E-mail server, in this case the E-mail 
insert it into the E-mail system to enable embedded data server must confmn this command also by 221 (OK) reply 
compression mechanisms; by doing this, the SMTP and codes. 
POP3 protocol efficiency can be raised and improved. 
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4. SMTP Latency 

The delay time is the time slot required to complete 
sending an E-mail message from the client to the E-mail 
server. This slot begins with the initiation of TCP 
connection up to the delivery of the E-mail message to the 
SMTP E-mail server. E-mail latency is the main reason 
that directly affects the E-mail performance, and the 
delivery time. Figure! shows the latency in the SMTP 
client/server procedure. 

Client oide Servor side 

DNS 
LOOK UP [ - DNSR!!guesl 

DNS Replay -• 

TCP 
CONNECTION [ 

TCPSYN 

TCPACK -
TCPACK -SERVER 

GREETIN I • Greeting 

COMMANDS 
DIALOGUES I 

HELO\EHLO 

• 250 OK ... 
MAIL 

• 2500K ... 
RCPT 

2500K ... 

MAIL DATA I 
DATA 

345Start ... 
Transfer Dala 

2500K 

CLOSE 
CONNECTION I 

Ouft 

221 Close Connection ... 

Lelancy - Command Dlalugues 

When the SMTP client fails to send an E-mail message, 
the client will have to wait 30 minutes before resending 
the same E-mail message to the same SMTP E-mail server. 
As a conclusion in a large network such as a residential 
network or an office network which contain a large 
number of clients (more than 100 clients), SMTP protocol 
have latencies in the communications which are referred to 
the server greeting time, the commands dialogues, and the 
time required to transfer the data of the E-mail message. 

5. The Proposed SMTP Enhancement 

In this, section we propose a new procedure for the 
client/server procedure to improve and enhance the SMTP 
protocol, and reduce the delay time. The first step is to 
cancel both of the greeting messages from the E-mail 
server side and the HELO or EHLO command from the 
client side. Since the greeting message is used to identify 
the E-mail server ·softWare and version information to the 
client and vice versa, we have to propose setting up the 
identification during the initiation of the TCP connection 
by using the TfTCP (Translation TCP), which is an 
extension of the TCP protocol to provide transaction
oriented services, and allow the transfer of data segments 
during the processes of connection establishment --the 
standard TCP three-way handshake-. However, · in this 
case the client's first packet will contain the SYN -bit-, the 
request itself, and the FIN -bit-. Where the SYN is used to 
establish the connection with the E-mail server, the 
request is the data which is sent from the client to the E
mail server. Hence, the (HELO, EHLO) command 
information, -which should be sent from the client to the 
E-mail server to identify the client- will be in the same 
frrst packet. The FIN is used to release the connection 
after the transaction process of the E-mail message is 
fmished. For more illustration; we can write the first 
client's packet's-information as the client tries to inform 

Fig. I The client/serv~r procedure and the latency places in SMTP 
rotocol. the E-mail server with the following: (I want to establish a 

---------------~~""---------------"'co"'nn=e"'cflon, here ts the data, and after the chent fmtshes; 

By looking at the SMTP client/server procedure -which 
performs between the client and the server- We fmd that 
the E-mail performance in high-speed network 
connections is limited with the commands dialogues and 
the SMTP E-mail server respond time. Where the 
commands dialogue procedure leads to delay the E-mail 
transaction process. Moreover, the SMTP client must have 
a time-out for each of the commands, such time-out is 
used by the client in the interval between each pair of the 
commands mentioned in section three, and this time is 
exactly 5 minutes in the worst case, while for the DATA 
command and TCP completion it requires 15 minutes in 
the worst case. as well. 

informs the server that I am done). After the E-mail server 
receives the client's request, it sends an acknowledgment 
to the client containing the greeting message information 
to identify the E-mail server by the client. The client 
receives the server's acknowledgment, and sends -SYN, 
FIN- acknowledgement. 
In this case, the transaction process for initiation 220 
greeting message connection, will reduce the total time
out by 5 minutes which is the time that the client have to 
wait in the worst case of delay from the server until the 
client receive the greeting message from the E-mail 
server ,and starts the commands dialogue procedure. 
In the other hand, the transaction commands will be 
implemented using the pipelining -an extension for SMTP 
protocol standards-, the pipelining is used to minimize the 
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time sessions which is opened for the transaction 
procedure, and to improve the performance of delivery 
with any E-mail server built to support this approach of 
pipelining. 
We will use the pipelining with the data transaction 
commands (MAIL, RCPT, DATA) by sending all the 
commands sequentially as a group without waiting an 
acknowledgment for each command. Thus, the client will 
have to wait for one acknowledgment only for the three 
commands, which includes a special field to inform the 
client about the acceptance to start sending the E-mail 
message's data, and another field to confmn that all of the 
commands were sent correctly -no error in the E-mail 
server side-. Furthermore, a special field will be added to 
the server acknowledgment to inform the client about the 
error's location -in any of the three commands- if errors 
occur during the sending process of the transaction 
commands. Figure 2 shows the new client/server 
procedure. 

Client side Server side 

DNS I 
LOOKUP L 

T/TCP [ 
CONNECTION 

COMMANDS I 
DIALOGUES l 
MAILDATA [ 

CLOSE [ 
CONNECTION 

DNS Request 

DNS Replay -
- SYN,Daia,F!N 

SYN, Aci<(SYN),Reply .. 
- Aci<(SYN). FIN ... 

MAIL 

RCPT ~ 

DATA ... 
One Acknowledgmentlnduding The Acceptance to Start-

Data Transfer 

Transfer Data 

2500K 

Quit 

221 Close Cc<lnection -
Fig. 2 The proposed client/ server procedure 

In the pipelining approach the client message transfer 
agent has to wait 10 seconds for each acknowledgment, 
and in the failure situation; the time-out increases to 5 
minutes for each command, furthermore, the server will 
send an acknowledgment for each command (MAIL, 
RCPT, DATA), this means that in case of failure situation, 
the total time-out for the commands is 15 minutes. 
-as 5 minutes per each acknowledgment-. However, in the 

proposed pipelining approach; the E-mail server sends 

only one acknowledgment for all three commands, where 
this will lead to reduce the time required for the command 
dialogue. Moreover, in the failure situation, the client 
waits at least 5 minutes between each command to receive 
an acknowledgment. By using this proposed enhancement, 
the client will wait only 5 minutes for resending the 
commands, where the commands is a group not a single, 
and the client will receive one acknowledgment for all the 
transaction commands. 
Table! shows the different time-out between the proposed 
pipelining, and the current pipelining approach regarding 
the total time-out in the failure situation, and the best case 
situation, which is required for each command at the client 
side before starting transaction of the E-mail message's 
data. 

T bl I p· I' . A h a e . 1pe mmg l~proac 

Current Pipelining Approach Proposed Pipelining 
Approach 

CMD 
Worst Best Worst Best 
case case case case 

MAIL 5m lOs 

RCPT 5m 10 s 5m 10 s 

DATA 5m 10 s 

Total 15m 30 s 5m 10 s 
Timeout 

B y looking at tablel; in the failure situation -worst case-
, we can see that in the current pipelining approach; the 
t otal time-out is 15 minutes per commands (MAIL, RCPT, 
DATA), which means that the client have to wait 15 

..1 

r 

minutes before it starts transferring the E-mail message's 
ata~ln-the...othel"-hand,the-proposed--pipelining-Approacn------
educes the time-out by 10 minutes by waiting only for 

0 ne acknowledgment from the E-mail server's side; in this 
case the total time the client has to wait is 5 minutes 
before starting to transfer the E-mail message's data. 
However, in the high performance response time -as we 
consider that the time-out is at least I 0 seconds per 
command-, we can see that in the current pipelining 
approach; the total time-out for the three commands 
mentione4 above is 30 seconds, which is the time that the 
client has to wait before starting to transfer the E-mail 
message's data. In the other hand, the proposed pipelining 
approach reduces this time-out by 20 seconds, where the 
total time the client has to wait is 10 seconds before it 
starts transferring the E-mail data. 
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L (T.CMD + T.DATA) (I) 

Where, (T.CMD) is the time per commands dialogue 
which includes (initial 220 message, MAIL command, 
RCPT command, DATA Initiation, DATA Block). 
(T.DA T A) is the data termination time-processing to 
deliver a message to the recipient's mailbox. 
Here we will show the calculating of the total time for 
both the proposed SMTP procedure and the current SMTP 
procedure in the case of delay responding from the E-mail 
server side. 
Suppose we are looking to send message using the current 
SMTP protocol, in the worst case of the E-mail server 
delay of the response time, the total time required to send 
5 messages is calculated as: 

((5 + 5 + 5 + 3 + 2) + (10)) = 30 minutes. 

Similarly; to send the message using the proposed SMTP, 
the Total time required is calculated as: 

((5) + (10)) = 15 minutes 

Where by referring to table!, we can see why we need 
only 5 minutes to the (T.CMD). 
As a conclusion the proposed' SMTP protocol will reduce 
the total time by 50%. 

6. Conclusion 

Sending the E-mail and its delivery time are the most 
important issues in the E-mail Performance. SMTP 
transaction protocol is used to transfer the E-mail message 
from the client to the E-mail server, the latency -which 
occurs in several places in the SMTP protocol- are 
referred to greeting messages and commands dialogue 
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--- ---beltween-the-elients,-antHhe-E-maH-servefL.- ------- - - ------------------ ------ 
To improve SMTP standards and delivery time we 
proposed an enhancement to the SMTP client/server 
procedure by canceling the two greeting message 
commands dialogue using the TffCP protocol, and use a 
modified pipelining approach in the SMTP procedure, as a 
step to reduce the time required to transfer the E-mail 
message from the client to the E-mail server. 
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Dropped Packet Problems in Stepping Stone Detection 
Method 
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Summary 
This paper discusses one of the issues that are not covered by 
current stepping stone detection based researches. Although 
dropped packet problems are well-known problem in real 
network environment, all of the stepping stone detection 
researches just assume that dropped packet problems do not 
occur. Stepping stone detection research already in complex 
condition where each enhancement of the research attemptS to 
solve problem such as encryption, delay and chaff without 
focused to solve dropped packet issues. For that situation, this 
research believes that to make sure that dropped packet problem 
can be solved; it should begin from the beginning of the stepping 
stone research. In other words, to solve dropped packet problem, 
we must solve it at the early stage of stepping stone research 
without combine it with current complex condition of stepping 
stone research. For that purpose, experiment has been executed 
by using NS-2 to prove the existence of the dropped packet in 
stepping stone detection environment. The experiment has been 
setup for a basic stepping stone detection environment. From the 
result obtained, it shows that dropped packet defmitely influences 
the detection of stepping stone. 
Key words: 
Intrusion tracing, stepping stone detection, dropped packet 

1. Introduction 

technique is this technique does not require tightly 
synchronized clock and robust against retransmission 
however the disadvantages is not available in real-time, 
and vulnerable to intruder manipulation such as random 
delay and chaff perturbation. Research by Yoda and Etoh 
[4] proposed approach similar to [3) research. The 
different is they used "deviation" as to deviate two 
different connections. From their research, they come from 
the observation that the deviation for two unrelated 
connections is large enough to be distinguished from the 
deviation of connections in the same connection chain. 
They approach also prone to the same problem as [3] 
methods . Research by Wang et al. [5] proposed an 
approach named "Inter-packet delay (IPD)". They used 
IPD characteristics to detect stepping stones. IPD may be 
preserved across many router hops and stepping stones. As 
previous researches are prone to delay perturbation, Wang 
and Reeve [6) introduce active watermark scheme that can 
overcome that problems. The watermark is used to adjust 
the inter-packet delays of selected packets in the flow. 
Strayer et al. [7] introduce "State Space" method. In this 
method, they make two assumptions. First, the likely hood 
of one transmission being a response to a prior 
transmission generally decreases as the elapsed time 
between these transmission increases. Secondly, the inter 

Internet has become more important than before but, at the arrival times between a fixed even and any other event is 
same time, Internet attack has increased significantly [1] . approximately Poisson distributed. 

____ _ _____n.Attacker_can...use_intermediate-hosLas-their...stepping-stone------'!7ohono- enrt- t8jintroducerm-ethmtl:hat known as 
before attacking the real target [2]. This compromised "Multiscale". In their research, they use wavelets and 
host gives the advantages for attacker to hiding their track. similar multiscale methods to separate the short-term 
From that problem, Staniford-Chen and Herberlein [3) as behavior of the streams. However, this method requires the 
the pioneer in stepping stone research introduces intrusion connections to remain for long periods and 
"thumbprint" technique to detect stepping stone intrusion. experiment has not been executed as to test their fmding. 
In this technique, "thumbprint" represents as a summary of Blum et al. [9) propose method known as "Detect-Attack". 
the content of a connection. The comparison of two In their research, they analyze algorithms for stepping 
different "thumbprints" determines either the two different stone detection by using ideas from Computational 
connection is stepping stone or not. Because of research by Learning Theory (COLT) and the analysis of random 
[3] depends on content of packet; their approach will not walks. The research successfully obtain provable upper 
work in encrypted connection. Zhang and Paxson [2] bounds on the number of packets needed to confidently 
overcome this problem by proposing a time-based method detect and identify stepping stone streams with proven 
on interactive sessions. In their research, distinctive guarantees on the false positives. At the same time, they 
characteristics, such as packet size and timestamps to also examine the consequences when the attacker inserts 
identify a connection is used. The advantage of the chaff into the stepping stone traffic and provide lower 

Manuscript receive d Fe b 4, 2008. 
Manuscript revised Feb 19, 2008. 
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bounds on the amount of chaff that an attacker would have 
to send to evade detection. None of these previous 
research can effectively detect stepping stone when delay 
and chaff perturbations exist either or/and delay and chaff 
exist simultaneously in the connection. For that reason, 
Zhang et al. [10] proposed a research that can overcome 
the problem when there are delays and chaff exists 
simultaneously. 

From the first research in detecting stepping stone by 
[2] to the latest research at this moment [I 0], it is proved 
that research in stepping stone area has been in complex 
condition. From detecting stepping stone is done by just 
looking at their content [2], detecting stepping stone 
becomes complex by the existence of perturbation such as 
delay and chaff [10]. However, it is also proved that 
previous research just take for granted of the existence of 
dropped packet problem. This can be looked at most of the 
research although they realize that dropped packet might 
occur, but they just assume that dropped packet does not 
occur. For that reason, this research will proof that dropped 
packet will affect the overall stepping stone processes 
through the experiment. 

The important of the dropped packet problem needs to 
be solved stated by Wang [II] in his PhD's dissertation. 
Wang [II] listed that dropped packet is the one of the 
challenges in tracing through stepping stones. Moreover, 
research by Venkateshaian and Wright [12] used dropped 
packet as their one of the technique to stop the existence 
stepping stone detection from detecting stepping stones. 
These two examples of research give support that dropped 
packet is the problem that needs to be solved. From the 
research done on previous stepping stone detection 
research, there are two main reasons that cause previous 
research take for granted to drop packet problem; I) 
stepping stone detection research only focused on 
detection on Local Area Network (LAN) environment and 
2) stepping stone detection is not in real-time. For the first 
reason, most of stepping stone research such as [2], [3] and 
[4] focus on solving stepping stone detection in LAN 
environment. This can be proved by looking their 
experiments that run on LAN environment. LAN 
environment is less prone to dropped packet problem 
compared to real-time Internet environment. For the 
second reason, solving stepping stone in non real-time 
environment such as [2], [3], [4] causing the dropped 
packet problems can be taken for granted. This is because 
the calculation can be fixed although dropped packet 
occurs. 

The rest of this paper is structured as follows. Section 
2 discusses research terms that used in this research. 
Section 3 defmes dropped packet in network. In Section 4, 
we discuss further on dropped packet in stepping stone 
detection environment. Section 5 gives the experiment 
setup that has been done in this research. In Section 6 and 
7, we discuss and analyze the experiment that has been 

done, respectively. Finally, we summarize the whole work 
and give future work in Section 8. 

2. Research Terms 

Before we start more detail on focused discussion, there 
are several research terms or terminology used that need to 
know. 

A person or program can login from Host 1 to Host n 
through Host i - 1, ... i, i + 1, .. . , and Host n as shown in 
Figure l. 

I 
Host 

I ·I 
Host 

I ·I 
Host 

I 
1 - 1 1 + 1 

... 
f • LJ [:] 

Fig. 1 Current Detecting Stepping Stone Chain Example 

Connection occurs when a host logins from one host to 
another host. Connection is when a given n host H~. Hi.J. 
. . . , Hi. Hi+ 1, •• . , Hn is a sequence of connection as a chain 
C = <C~. Ci.1, ... , Ci ... J.Cn> where Ci is a connection from 
Host i to Host Hi+ ~. for i = 1, .. . , n -- l. Downstream is a 
direction of user's login direction (according to arrow) and 
otherwise it is upstream. 

Our previous research had divided stepping stone 
detection algorithm into three different parts. There are 
capturing [13], identifying [14] and comparing [15]. 
Although dropped packet can occur in identifying and 
comparing parts, this paper only emphasizes on dropped 
packet occurred in capture part because this part is more 
prone to dropped packet problem compare to identifyin"'-- --- 
and comparing part. Moreover, current research also 
realizes that dropped packet occurs on connection of the 
stepping stone. As a result, our dropped packet is only 
focusing on Host i + 1 as shown in Figure 2. In our fmding, 
dropped packet between Host i - 1 and Host i maybe 
occurred but if that occurred, it carmot influence the 
stepping stone detection. It is because in this case, dropped 
packet just be forwarded to the next host. However, when 
dropped packet occurred between Host i and i + 1, 
differentiation processes to obtain stepping stone will be 
affected. 

Current researches on Stepping Stone Detection just 
focus on detection stepping stone by looking at 
downstream and upstream connection [20] [21] [22] 
compare to previous one that doing comparison on each 
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stepping stone connection [2] [3] [4). For that reason, our 
proposed research does what current research is doing. 
Beside, the current research is more effective, it also 
enhances the possibilities to detect stepping stone more 
precise. 

Host Hosti 
i - 1 

[13 [14 [15 

l l l l 

Dropped 
Packet 
p bl ro e s 

. 
Host 
i + 1 

' ... 

Fig. 2 Proposed Detection Stepping Stone Research Fields 

3. Dropped Packet in Network 

Previous researches on detecting stepping stone focus on 
interactive application such as Telnet, SSH, rlogin and so 
forth. However, the explanation of Telnet is needed here 
because of the usage of the Telnet is the basic of stepping 
stone detection. Furthermore, the goal of this research is to 
prove the existence of dropped packet in a basic of 
stepping stone environment. Telnet is one of TCPIIP 
application beside of e-mail, FTP and World Wide Web 
[23). Telnet used interactive communication data between 
client and server. Telnet runs over connection-oriented 
Transmission Control Protocol (TCP). When a client 
wants to access a particular server, it initiates a TCP 

the implication of dropping packet from the front of a 
queue. Ibrahim and Lang [30] investigate the interaction 
among short and long TCP flows and how TCP service can 
be improved by employing a low-cost service 
differentiation scheme. These two of example show that 
dropped packet become an issue that need to be solve. 

Dropped packet is one of issues in TCP/IP. It is 
discussed extensively in [16], [17], [18) and [19] . 
Dropped packet during the transmission are retransmitted 
automatically either because of the sender have not 
received the packet and acknowledgement or on request of 
the receiving server. Receiver will receive the 
retransmission of the same packet until an 
acknowledgement is received or the connection timeout 
expires [23]. In this case, stepping stone detection 
algorithm will face with redundancy of the network packet 
that needs to be captured. 

4. Dropped Packet in -Stepping Stone 
Detection 

To detect stepping stone, there are three basic steps 
involved. As discussed in Section 2, they are packet 
capture, identification and comparison. For detecting the 
stepping stone, each step must be followed. Dropped 
packet makes the packet capture steps fail and this will 
influence the next steps. For that reason, it is important to 
solve the dropped packet problem. This research only 
focuses on proving the effect of dropped packet on packet 
capture steps by conducting an experiment on NS-2 
simulation. 

connection to the appropriate server, which responds to set '-------v----' 
up a TCP connection using the standard TCP three-way incoming stream .----•..!.· ~ 
handshake. The connection of client server becomes more Host (k)

0 

1 utgoing stream Host --------~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~Llli~---+~---~----------~DI--------~~-~---------
complex when it involves a stepping stone connection. ~ n 

Ordinary telnet connection just involves connection 
between client and server but in stepping stone telnet 
connection, when a packet is sent from first host to 
destination host, the intermediate hosts will forward the 
packet to destination host. When the packet reaches at 
destination host, it sends an echo back. Dropped packet 
that occurs between intermediate hosts and destination 
host will influence the overall stepping stone detection 
fmding. This problem will be proved and shown in this 
research. 

Two examples of dropped packet-based research other 
than stepping stone detection research are research by 
Nanyin and Micheal [29] and Ibrahim and Lang [30]. 
Research conducted by Nanying and Micheal studies about 

Fig. 3 Dropped Packet Problems in Stepping Stone 
Detection Environment 

Figure 3 shows the overall dropped packet problem in 
stepping stone detection. Let i is stepping stoned host (host 
that being used to capture both incoming and outgoing 
streams) where k is incoming stream from previous host of 
i, i - 1 and I is outgoing stream to next host of i, i + 1. 
Dropped packet, dp problem is the problem when there is 
dropped packet occurs in connection timeout, ct period. 
Here, dropped packet can occur in ct times. As described 
before, there is a requirement to differentiate both k and I. 
Let stream k and I have a list of packet as described below 
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Stream k: kl, k2, k3, . .. , k(n+l) where (n >I) 
Stream 1: II, 12, 13, ... , l(m+ 1) where (m > 1) 

Because dropped packet problem can occur on stream I, 
there is a possibility where the number of packet on k is 
more compare to I in ct time. To differentiate stream at 
both k and I, stepping stone detection research introduces 
Differentiate Wrndows (DW) as the buffer to collect the 
packet for both incoming and outgoing stream [5]. The 
size ofDW is arbitrary and there is no fix size stated. For 
example, research by Wang [5] used DW as 5. 
Differentiate Wrndows (DWs) with size s is used to 
determine the number of packet need to capture in k and I. 
Packets need to be full loaded according to s size before 
the differentiate processes can be done. Let both k and I 
has n and m = 5, DWs = 3, so both stream k and !list as 
below 

k: k,r b. m,-kj, ks 
~------· 
~ 

}: h1t2;- b~ ho, Is 
~-- - -.! 
~ 

Fig. 4 General Incoming and Outgoing Streal]l with 
Packet Data 

For the same value on above example, Let dp for I is 13 
and The number of packet on I is less because of dropped 
packet shown in Figure 5. 

k: k,\b;x:~;- k,. , ks 

~- --- - -· 
}: J, ,ot2;- h;-l!. 

~ ---- .! 

Fig. 5 Incoming and Outgoing Steam with dp is 13 

In this case, the number of packet on I is 4 instead of 5. 
Furthermore, differentiate windows also the 

cause 
stepping stone detection is not successful in detecting 
stepping stone. There are many other possibilities of 
dropped packet problem that can influence the stepping 
stone detection afford. For example, there is more packet 
on I retransmitted because of dropped packet occur on I, 
retransmission on stream k and so forth. But what we 
show here is the basic on how dropped packet can 
influence the stepping stone detection. 

5. Experiment 

The purpose of the experiment is to show, identify and 
then prove the existence of dropped packet problem in 
stepping stone detection environment. The experiment is 

done at the basic level of stepping stone detection 
environment as to prove the problems of stepping stone 
detection only without to combine with others complex 
factor of stepping stone detection. As interactive 
application used on almost of current stepping stone 
detection research, this research also doing so. Telnet 
application [24) used beginning from Host nO telnet to 
Host n2 through Host nl as the stepping stone. Linear 
topology as shown in Figure 6 explains the overall picture 
in the experiment. 

NS-2 [25] is used as network simulator tools. NS-2 is 
chosen as their flexibilities to conduct networking 
simulation [26] and their large acceptable in research 
environment [27]. Figure 7 shows the real NAM interface 
that used in the experiment. 

In this experim,ent, packet dropped control is used as 
to provide packet dropped environment. Two sets of 
experiments are conducted. For each phase, the following 
steps are executed. 

1. RunNS-2 
2. Get Trace Files 
3. Get Arrival Time for flow k and I 
4. Used DWs=5 
5. Find Mini/Max Sum Ratio (MMS) 

Fig. 7 Real NAM Interface 

Each set below is different from the location where is 
the dropped packet control is located. The same properties 
of the experiment setting are tabulated in Table 1. 
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Table I Properties of Experiment Setting 

Properties Setting 

Node no, n 1 and n2 

Connection TCP 

Application Telnet 

Bandwidth 2Mbps 

Link Full-duplex 

Delay !Oms 

Type of Dropped Packet Drop Tail 

Arrival Packet Time Pattern tcplib-telnet.cc 

5.1 Set 1: Experiment Control 

The first set is used as a control of the overall experiments. 
There is no dropped packet control used on flow. This set 
will be used as comparison of dropped packet in other set. 

5.2 Set 2: Dropped Packet on I 

This second set of experiment contains dropped packet 
properties on the simulation. The properties of the set are 
tabulated in Table 2 

Table 2. Dropped Packet Properties 

Properties Setting 

Rate 25% 

Random Variable Uniform 

Unit Packet 

These dropped packet properties are used in NS-2 
simulation. The generation of dropped packet comes from 
the used of Error Model [28] in NS-2. 

6. Results 

Results for both experiments are divided into two 
sub-topics as shown in the following Sub-sections. 

6 .1 Set I: Experiment Control 

As shown in Figure 8, the overall packet arrival time for 
both flows shows a similar pattern. 

7 -------------------------------, 

6+-----------------------------~ 

5+-----------------------~~~~ 

.. 4 t-------------------,.r!-=---------,...<:=i 
E 
I= 3 +-----------------i'------------~----1 

2+-----------~~--~~~------~ 

1 4 7 10 13 16 19 22 25 28 31 34 37 40 

No of Packet 

Fig. 8 Packet Arrival Time for flow k and I 

The packet arrival time for flow I is differing from 
flow k just a few milliseconds ahead. This is because of 
packet is flowing through flow k before it is forwarded to 
flow 1. The similarities of both flows occur because there 
is no dropped packet in this control set experiment. 

6.2 Set 2: Dropped Packet on I 

Set 2 provides result where dropped packet occurred. 

7 

6 

5 
__/' 

.. 4 
E 
I= 3 I 

~' 

_,____.---/ 

I~ I 
2 

0 

r / 
_/ _/ 

1 3 5 7 9 11 13 15 17 19 21 23 25 27 

No of Packet 

Fig. 9 Packet Arrival Time for flow k and I 

Differ from previous experiment set, this second set 
shows the overall pattern of arrival time for both flows is 
quite different from previous set of experiment. It is 
because, in this set, dropped packet is set in flow I. In this 
experiment, dropped packet is just dropped. 

From both set of experiment, it is shown that when 
there is a dropped packet involved in flow I, the overall 
arrival time of packet is different each others. Next Section 
will discuss detail about cause of the different. 
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7. Analysis 

Analysis for result focuses on the similarity of the arrival 
time for both set of experiments. Analysis of the similarity 
is chosen because from there, we will know how the two 
set of data are similar or differ from each other. In this 
research, the data is the packet arrival time for flow k and I. 
there are several formulas that can be used to fmd the 
similarity of two data. There are Statistical Correlation 
(STAT) [35], Normalized Dot Product (NPD) [5], and 
Min/Max Sum Ratio (MMS) [5]. MMS is chosen because 
it is simple yet effective to fmding the similarity of two 
data [5] . MMS (1) is defmed as a one simple matrix to 
quantitatively express the similarity between two vectors 
by the ratio between the summation of the minimum 
elements and the summation of the maximum elements [5]. 
The formula is shown as in Equation 1. 

MMS '= b min(x,y) 

I max(x,y) 

(1) 

In this formula, the value of MMS is between 0 and 1. 
Only when x = y, MMS has the value of 1. Therefore, 
MMS is likely to exhibit unique perfect correlation. This 
formula is important to determine the similarities between 
flow k and I. Figure 10 shows the MMS for flow k and I. 
Set 1 represents MMS for experiment control and Set 2 for 
dropped packet. 

1.2 ~· 
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Fig. 10 MMS of Experiment Set 1 and Set 2 

Figure 10 shows that MMS for Set 1 (no dropped 
packet) is more stable compare to Set 2 (dropped packet 
involved). Moreover, MMS for Set 1 is nearly reached at 1 
at the end of the experiment. MMS for Set 2 on the other 
hand falls into nearly 0.2. As conclusion, it shows that the 
similarities between two flows are influenced; when 
dropped packet occurs. This experiment shows us how 
dropped packet can influence the overall effort to detect 
the stepping stone. 

8. Conclusion and Future Works 

Beginning from previous research that assumed dropped 
packet will not affect their stepping stone detection 
research to a theory that states dropped packet need to be 
solved by Xiang [11], this research successfully proves 
that dropped packet problem is really needed to be solved. 
Results from experiment through the usage ofNS-2 clearly 
show that dropped packet problem gives effect to the 
current detection stepping stone methods. 

For the future works, we recommend three 
suggestions. Firstly, as mentioned before that dropped 
packet on I causes retransmission of a new packet occurs 
continuously until ACK is received or the connection is 
expired within ct [23]. For that reason, one mechanism to 
detect dropped packet should be developed first before 
stepping stone detection can be done successfully. 
Secondly, the size of windows used (DW) to capture the 
P.<ICket should be studied further 11s to determine that the 
best" differentiate process can be done. 

Last but not least, the type of information used and 
chose also need to be tested as to make sure that it is less 
or independent of dropped packet problem. As to 
differentiate between stream k and I, we need to revise the 
method to differentiate them as to make sure that it is 
robust to dropped packet problem. 
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Abstract- The botnet is considered as a critical issue of the 
Internet due to its fast growing mechanism and affect. 
Recently, Botnets have utilized the DNS and query DNS server 
just like any legitimate hosts. In this case, it is difficult to. 
distinguish between the legitimate DNS traffic and illegitimate 
DNS traffic. It is important to build a suitable solution for 
botnet detection in the DNS traffic and consequently protect 
the network from the malicious Botnets activities. In this 
paper, a simple mechanism is proposed to monitors the DNS 
traffic and detects the abnormal DNS traffic issued by the 
botnet based on the fact that botnets appear as a group of hosts 
periodically. The proposed mechanism is also able to classify 
the DNS traffic requested by group of hosts (group behavior) 
and single hosts (individual behavior), consequently detect the 
abnormal domain name issued by the malicious Botnets. 
Finally, the experimental results proved that the proposed 
mechanism is robust and able to classify DNS traffic, and 
efficiently detects the botnet activity with average detection 
rate of89%. 

Keywords-Botnet detection, Network threat detection, 
Network worm detection. 
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Nowadays, Botnet is considered as a serious problem as 
it forms a major and dangerous part of the Internet. This is 
because it spreads rapidly in the network over the Internet, 
and it is difficult to be detected because they have the ability 
to hide themselves as the virus and propagate as the network 
worms [9, 21]. 

ll. BOTNET PHENOMENON 

Botnet consists of a collection of Bots running on a 
compromised computer, which can be remotely controlled 
by an attacker called "botmaster" via the command-and
control (C&C) server. Importantly, these Bots are individual 
piece of programmable software. It can be installed and run 
automatically in any compromised system, and it has the 
ability to spread similar to the worms', and also it can evade 
any detection programs similar to viruses [26]. So any 
compromised network infected with a large number of Bots, 
is called a botnet [ 1]. 

All Bots receive and execute the same command from 
I. INTRODUCTION the botmaster and respond to the same C&C server for an 

execution result [5]. The Botnet listens to a particular 
The growth in the area of network in the past few years is channel (i.e. IRC and HTTP) in C&C server [14] to receive 

considered as a part of the exponential growth of the further instructions from the botmaster [7] . These channels 
communication system. The network is just like computers; are used to carry out commands issued by the botmaster to 
it needs software to simplify its functionality and makes it the Bots [18]. In most cases, the C&C server is a 
easy to use. Internet browsing, e-mail, and instant messaging compromised system under the control of the botmaster who 

--are--a-few-e-x-amples-e-fthe--usage-of-eomputer-eomnmnieatioi~l-_;:1s;=~co;n;tr;;o;I;,;h:;n:,;g~t;;h:;e~e~n;tt~re~:;.B~o;m~e;t~. :_:_,;T~h;:;e;=,B~otis~n:;-;e~e~d~ti-;;o:-------
over the Internet. Nowadays, personal computer systems are communicate with the C&C server regularly to receive more 
widely used, hence the number of Internet subscribers have instructions from the botmaster [5] . Therefore, if the network 
increased gradually. Generally, these computers contain administrators or authorities block the C&C server, the Bots 
important data, such as users' information and probably any cannot receive the commands issued by the botmaster. In this 
business activities [9] . Therefore, the computers have case, the botmaster will compromise a new C&C server and 
become a favorite target that attracts the attacker s' use the Dynamic Domain Name System (DDNS) to move 
community. Even though, these systems are protected by his domain name from the old C&C server to the new C&C 
antivirus software and firewalls, they may still be exposed to server [18] 
different malicious attacks. Especially, those attackers are 
always looking for various techniques to assist them in 
compromising a large number of computer systems in the 
world[2]. 

This work was supported by the Research University Grant 
1001/PPTMK/817022, Distributed Network Monitoring and Security 
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The DNS is a distributed database spread over the 
Internet, which is used to translate the domain names into IP 
addresses and vice versa [14,23]. Thus, by using the DNS, 
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Abstract- The purpose of Grid monitoring and 
management is to monitor services In Gr~d 
environment for fault detection, performance analysts, 
perform ance tuning, load balancing and scheduling. 
This paper emphasis on presenting a new framework 
namely INet-Grld deployed for Grid monitoring and 
troubleshooting purposes. The iNet-Grid is integrated 
on top of Ganglia. iNet-Grid has been tested and 
successfully accomplished on USM network with the 
preliminary results have shown the positive outcomes. 

Keywords- Grid network. monitoring, fault detection, 
performance analysis, performance tuning, load 
balancing, scheduling, Ganglia. 

The system will allows full control on the Grid by 
constantly monitor the remote network (enterprise 
level) and protect it from any malicious attack. 

This paper emphasis on presenting a framework 
for Grid monitoring and troubleshooting as tools 
deployed in distributed Grid environment. After 
giving a brief overview of our iNet-Grid, we will 
provide a detailed description of our proposed 
solutions and their design principals, and discuss the 
performance results. 

II. LITERATURE SURVEY 

Network monitoring in Grid environment plays 
an important role in network management and 

I. INTRODUCTION essential in Grid utilization. According to the Global 
A Grid environment is a complex globally Grid Forum schema [I), the management of 

distributed system that involves large sets of diverse, network infrastructure observations is divided into 
geographically distributed components used for a three main activities: their production, using 
numerous type of applications. The components network monitoring tools, their publication, by way 
discussed here include all the software and of powerful databases, and their utilization by 
hardware services and resources needed by administration and workflow analysis tools. 
applications. Due to the diversity of the components A research by Ciuffoletti et al.,(2006) [2) has 
and enormous number of users, the grid outlined the architecture of a network monitoring 
environment has become more vulnerable to fault, service, security and scalability issues in Grid 
failure and excessive tools. Thus, a suitable environment while Trimintzios et al. [3] 
mechanism is needed to monitor the components, demonstrated that in order to built internet worm 
their usage and detecting conditions that may lead to detection system, a large-scale monitoring 
bottlenecks, faults or failures. Grid monitoring is a infrastructure of distributed cooperative monitors 

potential platform tov.:ards a ro~ust, reliable . ~d -~c~an~b~e~u~se-;d;:.· -::--;c::-;c::=:-:::-::-:::::~:;;JJ~l:rl~~;J---------
----- -----effieient-enviroflll'lenHn-netw&king-whereby-tHs- Ganglia is known as a scalable distributed 

crucial to maintain network reliability during a peak network monitoring system which relies on 
environment. In conclusion, a combination between multicast-based listen/announce protocol for state 
network monitoring and Grid monitoring are monitoring purpose within clusters and uses a tree 
required in order to enhance network reliability and of point-to-point connections amongst 
performances. representative cluster nodes to federate clusters and 

At University Science of Malaysia (USM), aggregate their state [4]-[5). A successful 
Penang, we are embarking on an intelligent real deployment of Ganglia has been reported in [4)[6] 
time grid monitoring system called iNet-Grid. The and has been installed for over than 500 installations 
purpose of research is to enable an intelligent tool to over a cluster network because of its scalability 
assist network and system administrators features and open source software. Furthermore, 
intelligently by providing information for Ganglia hierarchical design has made it a suitable 
preventive measures to be taken to minimize for intra-cluster monitoring, federation and 
damages due to system or network down time that visualization. 
can be very costly. Real-time network analysis helps Some research has been done by other 
in detecting and resolving network faults and researchers but using different approaches because 
performance problems in a minimum amount ~f monitoring tools or framework can be broadly 
time. This system has the power to analyze multt- divided into several levels (system level, cluster 
topology, multi-protocol networks-automatically. level and grid level). The system level monitors 

978-1-4244-2313-2/08/$25.00 ©2008 IEEE 68 
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Abstract - For a long time neural networks have been a 
popular approach for intelligent machines dr:velopment and 
knowledge discovery. Despite its tremendous success, 
neural network actual~y suffers from problems which make 
it unable to model human intelligence. The main issues lies 
in the fact that it differs significantly with the actual 
processes in the brain except that it is being constructed of 
many interconnected units following the neuron stn1cture. 
This paper proposes a sequential hierarchical superset 
(SHS) implementation of the brain ~s neocortex memory 
system. Inspired by the recent neuroscience theory called 
the memory-prediction .framework, the proposed approach 
is applied into computer network domain to perform 
automated network.forensic analysis. 

Keywords: Brain Modeling, Neocortex Memory System, 
Machine Intelligence Method, Learning Network Behavior, 
Knowledge Representation. 

1 Introduction 
The enormity and complexity of scientific problems in 

life sciences are well aware by researchers involved in the 
field .. Many of them had devoted most of their work to 
propose new computational paradigm to help better 
understand and solve some of the problems. There and then 
brain modeling has been one of an intriguing and most 
challenging field of research to be adopted to solve complex 
problems in life sciences as well as other real-world 
problems. 

Among many attempt, neural network has been considered 
as the most promising approach to model the brain due to 
the fact that it inspired by the microscopic structure of the 
human brain. Despite the successfully developed and used 
neural network, there are a number of problems with it 
These problems have made such model incapable to adapt 
and grow over time .. The problems are: 

• Fixed architecture (the number of neurons and 
connections must be set in advanced and makes it 
difficult for the system to handle new data of unknown 
distribution).. 

• Catastrophic forgetting (a condition where the system is 
unable to learn new patterns without forgetting 
previously learned patterns). 

• Excessive training time (training a neural network in 
batch mode usually requires many iterations of 
propagating data through the neural network structure). 

• Limitation of current processor to train and process vast 
amount of data on extremely complex neural structures. 

Actually, the biggest problem lies in the fact that neural 
networks have little similarity with the actual processes in 
the brain other than both being constructed of many 
interconnected units . To address this issue, a more 
biologically plausible model is needed that reflects the 
actual human intelligence. Ipso facto, we need to frrst 
understand how intelligence developed in our brain from 
neuroscience perspective. · 

Our knowledge on the detailed biological process of the 
human gene interaction, human brain evolution, and other 
biological processes is still in its infancy . But two recent 
important discoveries in neuroscience have shed some light 
on different perspective on modeling the brain. The first one 
is the fact that the evolution of human brain structure is 
significantly affected by its genome structure [5) and the 
second one is a theory called memory-prediction framework 
[18] which explains the high-level architecture of the human 
neocortex and how it works. 

The memory-prediction framework states that human 's 
neocortex memory system forms the basic of intelligence. 
Hence, this paper attempt to try a different path other than 
using newal network to create a brain-like artificial 
intelligence tools for learning. An implementation of 
neocortex memory system using a sequential hierarchical 
superset (SHS) based on the memory prediction framework 
theory is proposed . 



Then the proposed model is applied into computer network 
domain. A case study of using SHS model to perform an 
automated network forensic analysis is experimented. The 
task of network forensic requires human intelligence to 
analyze and understand what is happening to the network. In 
our experiment, we show that the SHS model have the 

· advantage of being able to process data in high speed and 
able to perform basic analysis on the data in real-time. 

The reminder of this paper is organized as follows: In 
Section 2 we brief well-known and widely used neural 
network and its development phase. Section 3 introduce and 
presents our proposed approach to implement a neocortex 
memory system. Section 4 outlines the experiment that we 
carried out to test our proposed approach. In Section 5 we 
present an analysis on the preliminary results from the 
experiment. Finally, Section 6 concludes the paper. 

2 Background 
The area of brain-like computing research has been an 

active area of research for the past decades. It starts with the 
first wave of human brain's neurons connections modeling 
known as neural network or connectionist system introduced 
by McCulloch and Pitts in 1943 [4]. They introduce 
simplified neurons presented as models of biological 
neurons and as conceptual components for circuits that 
could perform computational task. 

·The wave continued with the learning theory introduced by 
Hebb known as Hebbian leruning [6], the introduction of 
genetic algorithm by Goldberg [9) and still progressing with 
more and more complex model such as self organizing maps 
(SOM) [8], recurrent neural network [ 1 0], spiking neural 
network [3], and many more. 

deal with vast amount of data and in the same time evolve its 
complex structure 

3 SHS Neocortex Memory System 
As described earlier, human neocortex memory system 

forms the basic of intelligence, perception, creativity, and 
even consciousness . Our brain learns and understands 
knowledge by utilizing its neocortex. As described in the 
memory prediction framework theory [ 18], neocortex stores 
sequences of data in a hierarchy. It also recalls data auto
associatively in a form of prediction and match it with the 
actual input data. 

It is constiucted of 6 layers of cortical sheet . In the lower 
hierarchy, the stored data will be more specific 
features/details and fast changing. So it can be said that long ( 
term. memory is stored in the top layer and short term · 
memory is stored in the bottom layer . 

Our proposed approach of Sequential Hierarchical Superset 
(SHS) implementation is translating this biological model of 
neocortex memory system into a simple working model 
based on the memory prediction framework . Figure 1 below 
attempt to visualize the architecture of our proposed SHS 
model. 
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Most attempts made in developing intelligent machines 
~~uuil_neDND~~a~s~thwe~mwe~d~ia~tuo~l~e~amUh_Iuo~d~awte~~-----------.--,,. --------------~----------~~g~~~~~------

neural network has been used to solve numerous complex _ _ _ ,._ _ _ _ _ J _ _ 
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real world problems across different field of study such as 1.3 !EZJ -@j - - !'7'l77 
pattern recognition (which include speech and image - - ,.. - - - - , ·_ - - ,h'--:1-{, -
recognition [13][14]), robotics [15], visual monitoring [16], L4 fZZl fl77 LZJ7 /l'.i/ 
prediction problem [17], applied physics {20], etc. - "'·- - - .- - - - - - , - - - - r - - -

Also several attempts have been made to propose an 
adaptive and evolvable framework to overcome neural 
network's problems .. Among these adaptive frameworks are 
Evolving Connectionist System (ECOS) [I], MAB-Net as 
dynamic brain model [11], NeuroEvolution of Augmenting 
Topologies (NEAT) (2], and also our previous work 
Evolvable-Neural-Based Fuzzy Inference System (EFIS) 
[19]. 

All these adaptive and evolvable neural network models are 
generally able to solve the problem of having a fix structure 
and catastrophic forgetting. But the training time and the 
limitation of processing power resources made it difficult to 
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Figure I: The Sequential Hierarchical Superset (SHS) Model 
Architecture 

Layer 1 is where every superset of sequences is more solid 
and less changing It represents a complete object as a root 
of a lot of information details .. Beginning from layer 2 and 

a: .. 



below, the cortical sheet is composed of several cortical 
regions (denoted as CR in Figure 1). This cortical 1egion 
will be created based on time factor and basically controlling 
the relation between the sets inside the cortical regions . The 
cortical region itself is composed of 6 cortical columns. 
Hence the cortical region is implemented in a table that 
holds the relation between sets in each column and its time .. 
The data dictionary of this cortical region table is listed in 
Table 1. 

Table I: Cortical region table description 

· Field Description 
Time The time (format: day-how:min) 
Column Column ID (numbers: 1-6) 
Sets Stores subsets at each column 

(comma separated) 

The Time field is intended to keep track of when new set is 
created, when new relation between set is added, and when a 
set is removed. To simplify the structure, in this work the 
time is using the format of day-hour min. Means it will not 
covers date, months or year. 

The Column field relates directly to the Sets field. This Sets 
fields is aimed to store the subsets belong each column and 
its relation to the previous and next column .. This simple 
representation of relation between sets at each column 
benefits from the need of retraining if new sets are added 
into SHS. Hence, it can be said that SHS requires no training 
at alL Figure 2 visualize the subsets on each cortical column 
on one particular cortical region. 
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Figure 2: Cortical region's column structure 

To manage the data flow, a common algorithm is designed 
to control, manipulate, and use the SHS model regardless of 
the data being inputted and saved in the SHS itself. This 
means that the input can be a behavior, action, or simply any 
data. We call it a common algorithm because at every 
cortical region at every level of the neocortex uses the same 
algorithm . Below is the algorithm: 

Begi n 
Pr ocess I nput ' x ' with Time 't' 
Load prediction var iable 'p' 
While 'x' not simplest form 

Break 'x' into smaller part 
Save it into set Y 

End While 
Compare with 'p' with each member of Y 
If 'p' match 

Set 'p' to its next sequence 
If· a complete .sequence matched 

Return the matched 
information details 

End If 
End If 
Set n to 0 
While Y is not empty 

Feed Y into Ln of the SHS based 
on 't' 
If there is a match 

If a complete sequence matched 
Return the matched 
information details 

End If 
Else 

If n+l less than 6 
Pass Y into Ln+l of the SHS 
Set n to n+l 

Else 
Create new superset for Y 

End I f 
End If 

~-~·@--------------------------------------~ .. 
End 

As 
frarn 

one of the basic principles in memory prediction 
ework is making prediction, the downward flow in SHS 
I is to enable prediction. By recognizing the one or two 
input, the SHS algorithm will set what the next data 
d be received in from the input based on existing data 

mode 
first 
shoul 
on 
mean 

the recognized set sequence. If the prediction failed, 
s the receiving input is a new sequence and if until the 
ayer the sequence still not recognized, a new superset 
ining the new sequence will be created. This is how 
model learns new sequences of data 

top I 
conta 
SHS 

4 Experiments 
Analysis of the individual traffic flows and their 

content is essential to a complete understanding of network 
usage. Such analysis allows you to inspect the traffic from 
further up the protocol stack and have a richer view of the 
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data collected This is important in troubleshooting network 
problems and to understand the network better. 

Many tools let you view traffic in real time, but real-time 
monitoring at any level requires significant human and 
hardware resources, and doesn't scale to networks larger 
than a single workgroup. It is generally more practical to 
archive all traffic and analyze subsets as necessary. This 
process is known as reconstructive traffic analysis, or 
network forensics. 

In doing network forensic analysis, network administrators 
are aided by tools that captures and analyze packets on the 
network. They have to manually operate the tool and use 
their knowledge to analyze the output from the tool in 
detecting problems, user misconduct, etc .. In our experiment, 
we apply the proposed SHS model of neocortex memory 
system to perform automated network-f<Jrensic analysis 

We develop a console based client-server application. The 
SHS implementation is part of the server application, while 
the client application is basically just sits, collect all the 
network traffic it listen to, and format the data before send it 
to the server through socket connection. Figure 3 shows the 
design of the client-server application. 

their daily usage. The second one is installed in the server 
farm to gather server's traffic information details. 

Application Server Running 
SHS Implementation 

Figure 4: Network setup for the experiments 

In order for the client application to be able to collect all 
traffic, we used a network tap to tap the network traffic 
before it being sent from and to the particular segment. In 
this experiment, the machine where the client application 
runs is configured to collect network traffic in promiscuou~ 

( 

-----~=====L-~===~~~~=====d._ __ mode and running Linux with 2.2GHz processor and 1GB of 
RAM~.---------------------------------------

Figure 3: Client-server application design 

Implementation of SHS in the server application consists of 
several modules .. A database module is created to store the 
set of sequences of data. The SHS Engine module is then 
retrieving the required sets for each layer when an operation 
is performed at one particular layer .. Also the SHS Engine 
module will save the new sets data into the database when 
required. Lastly, an analysis viewer module will query the 
database for the forensic result of any network event. 

The experiment is carried out in a real local area network in 
our research lab. Figure 4 depicts the installation and 
network test bed plan for the experiment. The server 
application is placed in a global network so that it is 
reachable by every client. Two client applications are 
installed at two different places in the network The first one 
is installed in the user segment network where all 
researchers in the lab are located and using the network for 

This high spec machine for the client application is needed 
since the client application needs to collect a big amount of 
traffic in real time and handle data formatting task at the 
same time. On the other hand, the server application's 
machine is running MySQL database with 1.8GHz processor 
and 2GB of RAM. 

5 Preliminary Results 
The preliminary results from our experiment show a 

promising performance of SHS in terms of the way it 
manages and relates information apout the network. The 
results were analyzed after running the experiment for 
around one month. The first and second week can be 
considered as the SHS learning period. Figure 5 shows the 
number of sets inside SHS memory after 1 month of 
experiment 
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Figure 5: The SHS memory structure after 1 month of 
experiment 

We Jet the application run for the first two weeks without 
supervision and evaluate how SHS memory fills itself with 
information and store it in its 6 layer hierarchical structure. 
We then examine the content of the SHS memory from the 
database and found around 90 million sets. The number is 
extremely big, but it is a very comprehensive knowledge of 
traffic on the network that we used for our experiment. 

Human neocortex memory system has a limited size and 
therefore can forget things.. Being able to 'remember' 
everything is indeed a big advantage over the actual human 
memory, but it doesn't mean it will grow exponentially 

----- -tiorever::-From'lh'eexpertment we found ounlranhenumber 
of sets being added is increasing exponentially only during 
the first one week It then starts to decrease and when during 
week 4, we can see a very minimum number of sets being 
added. · 

The number of superset in layer I represents information of 
the traffic as one complete object Object here can be a root 
of infonnation or behavior. Examples of these complete 
objects are the activity traffic for surfing the web, activity of 
video conferencing session, etc. Since it runs in 
unsupervised mode, the SHS model stores this activity using 
the infonnation details it has such as TCP:80 for surfing the 
web activity. These supersets in layer I have around 1400 
subsets with its millions details expand in each cortical 
region's column. 

Web-Request Traffic 
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Figure 6: Web-request traffic recognition statistic during the 
last week of experiment at user segment 

During week 3 and week 4, we evaluate how SHS model can 
recognize and analyze traffic using its hierarchical memory. 
Figure 6 shows the statistic of the number of web-request 
traffic reported by the model during the last week of 
experiment. We can drill down on these analysis of web 
surfing activity and have more details on who is the user, 
what is the website they requested, etc_ this analysis details 
is very useful in identifYing why during midnight the web 
traffic is increasing (as shown in the Saturday traffic). 

6 Conclusion 
In this paper we have describe an attempt to implement 

human neocortex memory system using sequential 
hierarchical superset based on the memory prediction 
framework as a new way of creating brain-like artificial 
intelligence tools without involving neural network. This 
work is an important step to closely implement human 
neocortex inspired memo!}'._§.;x_y~st,..,em!!L· -----------~-

We have applied the proposed model to perform an 
automated network forensic analysis on our local area 
network. The preliminaiy result shows that the model can 
create a comprehensive knowledge on the traffic behavior on 
the particular network and provide detailed report on what is 
happening on the network . Currently we are still continuing 
the experiment while improving the model and its client
server application implementation. 

Furthermore, extensive research is still being carried out to 
improve the current approach. Future works include 
implementing cell assembly, gene regulatory network that 
produce genes to control the structure of the neocortex, etc. 
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Abstract- Transition from 1Pv4 to 1Pv6 has been made 
possible through various transition mechanisms, categorized as 
dual-stack, tunneling and translation. However, per iod of 
transition may take years to complete which both protocols will 
coexist due to Internet services deployed are widely in 1Pv4. So, a 
successful 1Pv6 transition is depended on the compatibility with 
the large installed base of 1Pv4 hosts and routers, as well as 
maintaining security of the network from potential threats and 
vulnerabilities of both Internet Protocols. This paper classifies 
potential security issues in the transition period and identifies 
prevention mechanisms to the problems identified. As dual
stacked host or network is the most simple 1Pv6 deployment any 
enterprise can settle for now, this paper focuses on possible 
implementation of distributed firewall in a dual-stacked 
environment which involves packet filtering at the edge router as 
well as the host-based firewall. 

Index Tenns-1Pv6 Transition, Dual stack, Tunneling, 
Security Mechanisms, Distributed Firewalls. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

THIS paper provides an insight on security considerations 
during the transition from IPv4 to IPv6. Transition to IPv6 

will not occur in short time due to wide spread usage ofiPv4 
networks since it has been introduced more than 25 years ago. 
For the mean time we will settle for interoperability between 
IPv4 and IPv6 where both protocols will coexist and support 
the present Internet requirements. Since the two protocols are 
used in parallel, appropriate security measures must be 
installed to secure the network while transition from IPv4 to 
IPv6 is in progress. Basically, transition mechanisms [!] are 
categorized as dual-stack, tunneling and translation. Though, 
the most basic transition mechanisms [2] are dual-stacked and 
manually configured tunneling of IPv6 over IPv4. These two 
mechanisms are wise options for initial IPv6 deployment due 
to their simple management and less security considerations 
[2],[3],[5]. Nevertheless, translation is still important when 
communicating between IPv6 and legacy IPv4. This paper 
will not cover security aspects of translation mechanism as 
they are not in our scope of research. 
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Since present Internet services deployed are widely in 
IPv4, a successful IPv6 transition is depended on the 
compatibility with the large installed base of IPv4 hosts and 
routers, as well as maintaining security of the network from 
potential threats and vulnerabilities of both Internet Protocols. 
A dual stack device must employ adequate host security 
mechanisms as its applications can be subject to attack on both 
IPv4 and IPv6. So as tunneling, in which packets that enter the 
network through a tunnel cannot circumvent filters and 
introduce potential threats to the network. 

The present security mechanisms are not well built to 
support IPv6. Many firewalls have separate rule-sets for 1Pv6 
and IPv4 which need to be coordinated and consistent to be 
properly managed to avoid an inadvertent security exposure as 
well as intentional attack. Meanwhile, Intrusion Detection 
System (IDS) has lack of IPv6 signature database to perform 
effectively. This paper classifies potential security issues in 
the transition period and identifies prevention mechanisms to 
the problems identified. Basically, the severity of these issues 
related to the complexity of the transition mechanisms chosen 
and failure to apply appropriate mitigation techniques. 

Among mitigation techniques that can be considered for 
IPv6 are firewalls, IPsec, auditing and intrusion detection 
which are also available in IPv4. However, due to some 
criteria [3], such as longer address size, different header 
format between IPv6 and IPv4 and the use of extension 
headers in IPv6 we have yet to see the implementation of 
security mechanisms specially designed for IPv6. Although 
IPsec is mandated in every implementation of IPv6, due to 
bootstrapping problem. it is not always a valid security option 
On the other hand, firewalls [I 0] have been available for use, 
and works on making better of firewalls have been carried out. 
As dual-stacked host or network is the most simple IPv6 
deployment any enterprise can settle for now, this paper 
focuses on possible implementation of distributed firewalls 
[II] in a dual-stacked environment which involves packet 
filtering at the edge router as well as the host-based firewall. 

This paper is organized as follows: We begin with a 
description of potential security issues in the transition period 
and their respective countermeasures. This is followed with 
review of some prevention mechanisms to counter the 
highlighted issues. Then we discuss the design of the 
distributed frrewalls and the possibility of problems related to 
it. Finally, we sum up with the conclusion and future work. 
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II. SECURITY ISSUES AND PREVENTING MECHANISMS 

Prior to migration or co-existence with IPv6, an 
understanding of its security implication is necessary to avoid 
worries or un-acceptance among users or decision makers. We 
need to prepare the network users against the possible threats 
or attacks that may affect the network and its resources. Prior 
to that, we need a better understanding in order to come up 
with a comprehensive and enforceable security policy for the 
network. Security issues in the IPv6 transition/co-existence 
[ 4] can be viewed in terms of issues due to the IPv6 protocol 
itself, issues due to transition mechanisms and issues due to 
the IPv6 deployment. 

A. Issues due to 1Pv6 Protocol 

Followed to significant differences between features in 
IPv4 and IPv6, some of those specification changes may result 
in potential security issues. Overall, security issues due to the 
specific IPv6 protocol and their respective countermeasures 
can be simplified into a diagram as depicted in Fig 1. The left 
side boxes represent list of security mechanisms to counter the 
problems in the right boxes which they are pointed .to. As 
mentioned in [6], DoS is the leading threat or key attack 
the Internet. Compare to 1Pv4, DoS in IPv6 quite similar 
which it is resulted from various security vulnerabilities an 
threats of the IPv6 protocol. The dim line to the right oft 
diagram indicates all threats and vulnerabilities that wou 
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have high potential in generating DoS attacks. 
In IPv6, reconnaissance attacks may still possible. With 

longer address space and larger subnet size, scanning IPv 
network by intruders would be tougher compared to IPv 
Though, some types of multicast addresses used in IPv 
network might expose some of its resources to the intrude 
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launching directed attacks such as flooding which resulted 
DoS. To counter this scenario, all firewalls and site boundar 
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the same way point address more than once. 

As ICMPv6 plays an important role in IPv6, a major 
concern should be paid to its related issues. For instance, 
ICMPv6 and multicast address in which ICMPv6 allows error 
notification responses to be sent when certain unprocessable 
packets are sent to multicast addresses. A potential attacker 
can craft a suitable packet sent to a multicast destination, it 
may draw multiple responses directed at the victim (the 
spoofed source of the multicast packet). 

Bogus errored packets in ICMPv6 Error Messages are also 
part of main issues. Bogus ICMPv6 Error Messages (type 0 to 
127) containing a spoofed errored packet which can impact 
higher layer protocols when the alleged errored packet is 

referred to the higher layer at the destination of the ICMPv6 
packet. This can be countered by inspecting the alleged 
errored packet embedded in the ICMPv6 error message via 
firewall. Firewalls and destination hosts should be suspicious 
of ICMPv6 error messages with unnecessarily truncated 
errored packets. Details on how to address the ICMPv6 issues 
can be referred in [7]. 

Neighbor Discovery (ND) has so many issues that can be 
addressed in its own ND protocol. It has a close relationship 
with router discovery (RD) and many vulnerabilities regarding 
ND and RD are addressed in Neighbor Discovery Protocol 
(NDP). Both securing router and neighbor discovery can be 
done through Secure Neighbor Discovery (SeND) [8]. 
Another related issue is link local address and SeND in which 
potentiality of abuse at the tunnel end-points. For tunnel end
points, filtering has to be provided by a host-based or bridging 
firewall. 

Countermeasures r -.j Security Issues 

Denial of Service r 
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ICMPv6 attacks r ~ filtering 
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1----1'---firewall Mechanisms 
:: specific ~ 

vulnerabilities 

Intrusion Detection 
System (IDS) 

Extension headers t 
Fig. I . Security issues and the respective countermeasures. 

Fragmentation related attack is also part of IPv6 specific 
issue in which packets with overlapping fragments are 
considered to be a major security risk. Packets reassembly in 
1Pv6 hosts - may result in DoS attack based on sending large 
number of small fragments without a terminating last 
fragment. In order to ensure that deep packet inspection can be 
carried out correctly on fragmented packets, many firewalls 
and other nodes that use deep packet inspection will collect 
the fragments and reassemble the packet before examining the 
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overlapping packet fragments. 

Security issues regarding Extension Headers are related to 
processing Extension Headers in middleboxes, processing 
Extension Headers chains, unknown headers or destination 
options, excessive hop-by-hop options, misues of Padl and 
PadN options and overuse router alert options. These issues 
are mostly due to ambiguity or incomplete specification in the 
base IPv6 specification. Security mechanisms needed here will 
be depending on the specific issues that require attention and 
most of them are related to configuring a respective firewall. 

B. Issues due to Transition Mechanisms 

The more complex the mechanism, the greater the danger 
introduced. The threats could be encountered in the 
mechanisms themselves, in the interaction between 
mechanisms or by introducing unsecured path through 
multiple mechanisms. So, in depth understanding of the 
security implications of the transition mechanism may help 
network security administrators to apply suitable security 
mechanisms in their network. We are concern only with dual 
stack and tunneling. 

As for dual stack, a device must employ adequate host 
security mechanisms as its applications can be subject to 
attack on both IPv4 and IPv6. Therefore, any host controls 
such as firewalls, VPN clients and IDSs must be able to 
inspect traffic from both IP versions and block specific traffic 
when a block is necessary. What the network administrator 
should consider here is to extend the firewall with IPv6 
support and corresponding rule sets for IPv6 or implement 
separate IPv6-only firewall which can secure the hosts and 
network as the same way its IPv4 counterpart does. In 
addition, appropriate IPv6 access control lists (ACLs) must 
also crafted and placed accordingly which are capable to 
implement the same restrictions as IPv4's ACLs . 

As for tunneling, mechanism that we can simply settle for 
at the beginning of IPv6 deployment is a Tunnel Broker. 
However, it becomes an issue if site administrator totally 
unaware of users on their site who use tunnel brokers. Without 
any gmdehnes or s1te ·reqms1te for ''proper" IPv6 deployment 
may introduce security holes which the administrator does not 
know about and therefore does not guard against. 

For configured tunneling, concerns lie at a host behind 
IPv4 firewall when it needs to open firewall for protocol 41 
(IPv6) and in some cases also for protocol 58 (ICMPv6) at 
least for the host at the remote end of the tunnel, which will be 
the source of the incoming IPv4 traffic that contains the IPv4 
packets. Since there is no particular type of authentication 
mechanism for tunnels was defined, packet verification is 
done by checking on the IPv4 packet's source address. As a 
result, exploitation such as IP spoofing, injecting packet at the 
tunnel endpoint, and bypassing firewall or avoiding ingress 
filtering checks [4] become major threats in tunneling 
mechanism. RFC4891 [9] may help us in defming methods 
to secure IPv6-in-IPv4 tunnels . 

Certain tunneling mechanisms establish communication 
with native IPv6 nodes or between the automatic tunneling 

the IPv6 packet directly in an IPv4 packet) and Toredo 
(encapsulate the IPv6 packet directly in an IPv4 UDP packet). 
These relays could be deployed in various location such as all 
native IPv6 nodes, native IPv6 sites, in IPv6-enabled ISPs or 
just somewhere in the Internet. These relays provide a 
potential vehicle for address spoofing, DoS and other threats. 

Automatic tunneling mechanisms [3] such as 6to4, Toredo 
and ISA TAP are less secure compared to configured 
tunneling. They are susceptible to packet forgery and DoS 
attacks as there is no preconfigured association between 
endpoints. Moreover, rece1vmg nodes must allow 
decapsulation of traffic sourced from anywhere in the 
Internet. Thus, a decapsulation function must be extremely 
well secured to deal with the wide range of the potential 
sources. When deploying automatic tunneling, users must be 
warned of the possible consequences and proper guidelines 
should be underlined so as not to compromise the security 
assumptions held by the users. 

To deal with transition security, the network architecture 
must provide separate 1Pv4 and 1Pv6 firewalts with tunneled 
IPv6 traffic arriving encapsulated in IPv4 packets routed 
through the IPv4 firewall before being decapsulated, and then 
through the IPv6 firewall as depicted in Fig. 2. 

Fig 2. Separate 1Pv4 and 1Pv6 frrewalls 

C. Issues due to IPv6 Deployment 

If possible we would like to have all electronic devices 
manufactured to be IPv6 capable. If that is so, with IPsec 
ready we do not have to worry much on the security 
implication when deploying IPv6. However, the lack of 
equipments or tools such as IPv6 IDS and frrewalls may leave 
the hosts and routers unprotected. Hence, it would create a 
problem if the IPv6 capabilities are turned on by default in 
new equipment or new release of operating system without the 
network administrators realized of the potential security 
exposure they may end up with. So, we need to continue 
testing and exploring the IPsec key management issues, IPv6 
firewalls and IPv6 IDS in order to find the possible solutions . 

Other issues include DNS server problem, addressing 
scheme and securing routers, and consequences of multiple 
addresses in IPv6 [4] which require proper observation to deal 
with them. 

Meanwhile, many IPv6 implementations are quite new and 
there are inadequate 1Pv6 assessment tools [3] available to 
audit our own network. In addition, untested codes in IPv6 
implementation may also contribute to security flaws which 
exposed the network to security threats and attacks. 
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D. Prevention Mechanisms Review 

Among the prevention mechanisms available are firewalls, 
IPsec and Intrusion Detection System (IDS). 

Firewalls are widely deployed in most organization 
connected to the Internet. Based on set of rules or security 
policy, firewalls act as a sentry to the network which 
determines whether particular packet or stream of packets can 
pass through them or not. The common firewall 
implementation is setting it as perimeter firewall because it is 
believed that intruders always come from outside while in 
reality, the greater effect of security breach or harmful attacks 
are mostly come from the insiders. So, effort to reduce the 
risks should include deployment of multiple firewalls that are 
capable of filtering 1Pv4 and IPv6 packets at the edge router 
(perimeter firewall) as well as at the hosts (personal frrewalls) . 
In choosing appropriate frrewall technologies [1 0] for 
particular scenario, network security personnel can consider 
options depicted in Fig. 3 . 

Proxy firewa lls - use 
ru les that check packet 

~ 
Basic types 

~ 
Packet filter 

headers and the offirewalls firewalls 
content of the payload 

I 1 ... 
Regular packet filters Stateful filtering -

-check the header of checks the initial 

every packet packet header and 
other packets for 
packet sequence 

number consistency 

Fig. 3. Firewall Technologies 

In real implementation, hybrid firewalls may be used in 
which the features of both types of frrewalls are combined. 
Among IPv6 firewalls available are open source-based such as 
Packet Filter from OpenBSD or FreeBSD and Linux p6tables. 

Basically, firewall must filter internal-use IPv6 addresses 
like site-local addresses and specific multicast addresses at the 

rogue devices. Then, filter ingress/egress interface to deny 
spoofed traffic with the host portion of the IPv6 address. Same 
goes with unneeded services, they must be unreachable at the 
edge firewall to reduce any additional exploits. Denied traffic 
should be logged as they may notify of a potential malicious 
intrusion. 

IPsec provides security to end-to-end communications at 
the network layer. The security features include access 
control, connectionless integrity, data origin authentication, 
protection against replay attacks, confidentiality, and limited 
traffic flow confidentiality. IPsec uses the Internet Key 
Exchange (IKE) protocol to handle negotiation of protocols 
and algorithms based on local policy, and to generate the 
encryption and authentication keys to be used. Compared to 
IPv4 which had to retrofit IPsec headers into the original IPv4 
frame, IPv6 supports IPsec within rhe defined packet structure 
using extension headers. However, usage of IPsec resulted in 

new problem for network administrators and decrease the 
effectiveness of perimeter firewalls because of the increase 
prevalence of encrypted packets on which the frrewalls 
cannot perform deep packet inspection and filtering. 
Bootstrapping problem in IPsec has caused cryptographic 
protections become unpopular in many 1Pv6 deployment. 
Nevertheless, a successful IPsec deployment will only affect 
the network layer and does nothing to the most common 
attacks which targeting the application layer. 

Logging and auditing of data traffic are important to detect 
or analyze successful security violations. We should log 
routing protocol state changes, all router events, all devices 

. access, all commands issued to the device and all 
configuration changes. Traffic auditing is possible via IDS 
system. IDS can be in the form of hardware or software 
system for supervision and analysis of different events 
occurring in the network or on the particular host. The purpose 
of IDS is to find potential security problems and to detect an 
authorized intrusion and misuse of network resources. 
Problem with IDS is lack of IPv6 signature database because 
pattern based. .mechanism used for 1Pv4 may not be 
appropriate anymore. Both IPv6 Netwok-Based IDS and Host
Based IDS need to be available in order to deal with the IPv6 
deployment. Work done in [12] to come up with IPv6 IDS has 
shown a promising result but more study on IDS is needed to 
face the challenges in the IPv6 deployment. 

In order to have defense in depth, mechanism like 
distributed frrewalls (Fig.4.) would be a good choice. 

Centralized Security 

/ ~P~Repositories 

Fig. 4. Distributed firewalls 

Ill. DISTRIBUTED FIREW ALLS 

Distributed firewalls may consist of managed host-based 
1Pv6 frrewalls on top of the conventional perimeter frrewall. 
This involves a combination of centralized security policy 
which controls the edge router as well as individual hosts in 
the network. 

Three ideas that forming a distributed frrewalls [11] are: a 
policy language, any number of system management tools and 
IPsec. So, a compiler translates the policy language into some 
internal format which then be distributed by the system
management software to all host protected by firewall. 
Incoming packets are granted or denied by each host 
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each sender. Policy is enforced by each individual host that hosts that are not within the topological boundary are also 
participates in a distributed firewall. The security administer protected all the time, regardless of whether or not the tunnel 
defines the security policy in terms of host identifiers. This is set up. Meanwhile, packets that are authenticated by IPsec 
policy is then consulted before processing incoming or are granted more privileges while packets from random 
outgoing messages. The local host would have a much Internet hosts can be rejected. Hence, IPsec provides anti
stronger assurance of its identity if peer host is identified by a spoofing protection. 
certificate. 

By having end-to-end IPsec, each incoming packet can be 
associated with a certificate. The rights assigned to the 
certificate will determine the access of the associated packet. 
So, any packet with different certificate name or without IPsec 
protection, will be dropped as illegal. Implementation of 
certificate version is also necessary to protect against new, 
insecure machines that are installed on an inside network. 
Certificate will not be issued until the appropriate filtering 
software and rulesets are installed. This means the machine is 
assumed an outside machine although it is physically inside 
the network. 

Perimeter frrewalls perform a first layer screening to ensure 
the packet is valid, arrive from a valid source and then pass 
the packet to the destination host. At the destination host 
firewall, a second layer screening take place where detail 

IV. CONCLUSIONS 

Transition/coexistence of both 1Pv4 and 1Pv6 has caused 
major security considerations to the network and alarmed us to 
be prepared with appropriate security mechanisms. We 
highlighted possible security issues in the transition period and 
subsequently discussed the mechanisms to deal with the 
issues. Finally we give a brief introduction to the proposed 
defense in depth mechanism that is the use of hybrid model 
which combine 1Pv6 distributed frrewalls and Intrusion 
Detection System to secure the transition network. In future 
we will observe the effects of the distributed 1Pv6 firewalls 
with some probability to increase the network performance. 
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Abstract- Tbe escalating growth of web based 
services bas led to tbe rapid growth of tbe Internet As 
sucb tbe current Internet Protocol version 4 (1Pv4) is 
rapidly running out of IP addresses. A new generation 
of IP known as 1Pv6 proposed and developed by the 
Internet Engineering Task I<orce (IETF) is gaining 
popularity in·widt-spread use today. 1Pv6 offers many 
advantages including large address space, simple 
header, security, mobility and extensibility, over 1Pv4. 
In tbe Internet. transmission of data from one 
computer to another passes tbrougb a series of layers 
witb control information added as headers at each 
layer. The header overheads can be reduced if the 
functionalities in the headers can be bandied 
efficiently. In this paper we propose to remove error 
handling at the Data Link layer and handle it at the 
Network layer by utilizing the features of the 1Pv6 
header especially extension header, and the 
characteristics of tbe high speed network medium. The 
proposed concept would reduce the overhead of the 
header at the Data Link layer resulting in increasing 
the data transfer rate and reducing tbe bandwidth 
utilization of 1Pv6 packets over bigb speed networks. 

Keywords- FCS, Cycle Redundancy Check, 1Pv6, 
TCP/IP model. 

The current widely used Internet Communication 
Protocol in the world is 1Pv4 (Internet protocol 
version 4). Owing to its limitations in terms of 
depleting address space, and other demands arising 
out of the rapid explosion of the use of the Internet, 
mobile and handheld devices, and other services a 
Next Generation Protocol . called 1Pv6 was 
developed. 

The main improvement brought by 1Pv6 is the 
increase in the number of addresses available for 
networked devices. !Pv4 supports 232 (about 4.3 
billion) addresses, which is inadequate for giving 
even one address to every living person, let alone 
supporting embedded and portable devices. IPv6, 
however, supports 2128 addresses or approximately 
5 x 1028 addresses for each of the roughly 6.5 billion 
people alive today [2]. Likewise, the recent growth 
of high speed networks in terms of link layer 
technology namely, Gigabit Ethernet facilitates high 
speed data transfer in the order of Gigabits per 
second. 

In computer networks, errors normally occur at 
the communication medium called transmission 
errors caused by the medium due to interference 

I. INTRODUCTION such as White or Gaussian noise and Cross talk [3]. 

Computer Networks follow a layered architecture The mo~t common approach?s to detect the errors 
to reduce the design complexity [1]. Each layer is are parity ~heck and cychc redundancy check 

etmed based on Its precedmg layer and has a set o~R~)-techn~ques--{4}~e-errors-that-ar.e-detect.w---------
well defined functions with clear cut boundaries. by either PW:1ty or cychc redundancy ch~ck can be 

corrected w1th two types of mechan1sm called Also with layered architecture the implementation 
details of each layer is independent of other layers. 
When data are sent from one machine to the other, 
they pass through a series of layers before it reaches 
the other side. At each layer the packet is 
encapsulated with a header that contains control 
information to handle the data received at the other 
side by the corresponding layer. These headers may 
be an overhead in terms of processing and 
bandwidth utilization. If the header length can be 
reduced by handling efficiently the redundant 
functions we can reduce the packet handling or 
processing time and the bandwidth being used. This 
can be achieved by exploiting the characteristics or 
capabilities offered by the communication medium 
used to transfer data, and by improving the existing 
mechanisms handling data at the layers. 

978- 1-4244-23 13-2/08/$25.00 ©2008 IEEE 

Automatic Repeat reQuest (ARQ) and Forward 
Error Correction (FEC) [5]. 

Usually the error check mechanism is applied in 
Data Link layer using Frame Check Sequence field. 
This paper attempts to remove error detection from 
the Data Link layer and handle it at the Network 
layer utilizing the capabilities and features available 
with 1Pv6 header and the advantages of high speed 
network medium. This paper also intends to foster 
further discussion in this area 

II. PACKET TRANSMISSION 

The two popular network architectures that have 
been widely used are the ISO-OS! model and the 
TCPnP model. While the ISO-OS! model has 
remained still popular as a reference model for its 
simplicity and clarity of functions, the TCP/IP was a 
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more working model that is popularly used over the 
Internet. The reference made here applies to both 
the models. In terms of data communication, the 
data from the user on the sender side passes from 
the application layer through the layers to the 
physical layer and communicated over the 
communication medium to the other side. At the 
Transport layer the data is split into smaller units 
called segments. The segment composes of a 
transport header and the original data from 
Application layer. Then data is passed to the 
Network layer where it adds its own header and 
passes it to the Data Link layer. Before sending 
through the Physical layer, data is encapsulated into 
a frame with a header and trailer at the Data Link 
layer. The process of encapsulation in data 
transmission is shown in Fig. I . On the receiver side 
data received by the Physical layer goes up to the 
Applicatf(m layer by discarding the header in each 
layer. 

Fig. I Encapsulation Process 

It can be seen from Fig. I above the original length 
of the data remains the same, but the length of the 
header increases with each layer as the unit of data 
goes through layers on the sender side. In terms of 
data communication, quality of packet transmission 

extension headers. Payload length may change due 
to the extension headers. We can use multiple 
extension headers and use of extension header is 
optional. Referring to RFC 2460, the main 1Pv6 
header has 8 fields as shown in Fig. 3 [7]. 
Compared to 1Pv4 header, 1Pv6 has fewer and 
simpler fields in the packet header which makes the 
routing process of a packet to be faster. 

Extension headers in 1Pv6 are a new way to deal 
with options that has substantially improved the 
routing process time. Extension headers are inserted 
into a packet only if the options are needed. They 
are processed in the order in which they are present. 
As the only extension header that is processed by 
every node on the path is the Hop-by-Hop Options 
header, it is placed first [7]. 

B. Error Check Mechanism 
The popular error ·check mechanism ·that is 

currently being used is Cyclic Redundancy Check 
(CRC) method. The CRC is a type of hash function, 
which is used to produce a small, fixed-size 
checksum of a larger block of data, such as a packet 
of network traffic or a computer file. The checksum 
is used to detect errors after transmission or storage. 
A CRC is computed and appended to a frame before 
transmission or storage, and verified afterwards by 
the recipient to confirm that no changes occurred in 
transit 

The CRC method is popular because they are 
simple to implement in binary hardware and easy to 
analyze mathematically, and are particularly good at 
detecting common errors caused by noise in 
transmission channels. 

In the Internet, currently, the error detection is 
placed in the Trailer part of the frame in the Data 
Link layer as shown in Fig. 2 [6]. In our proposed 
concept we attempt to remove the checksum field or 
the CRC from the frame and place it in the 1Pv6 
extension header at the Netwo.rk layer. 

~~~~~~~~--~~~th\nttlzn~~mre.re~~·rl-~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~--

to reach the destination. Increased header length can 
cause increased delay time due to increased time 
needed to process the headers. If we can reduce the 
header size, the quality of packet transmission could 
be increased in terms of efficient bandwidth 
utilization and faster data transfer rates. 

Fig. 2 Ethernet Frame Fonnat (6] 

A. !Pv6 Packet Format 
An 1Pv6 packet consists of 1Pv6 main header, 

extension headers, and upper-layer protocol data 
unit. 1Pv6 main header is fixed and is of 40 bytes in 
length, while the others are placed in payload as 

4 bil:l -4 bll:l 8 bils 8 blta, 8bib 

Hop Limit 

Data 

Fig. 3 Header Format and Extension Header in 1Pv6 [7] 
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Fig. 4 The New Error Check Model 

III. METHODOLOGY 

In this paper, we intend to place the error 
detection function in the Network Laye~ to check 
the whole IPv6 packet. The error check mechanism 
used will be the same CRC method that is currently 
being used with the existing system. We will be 
experimenting to place the error detection in the 
extension header. The error check mechanism will 
compute the checksum for the whole packet in each 
hop. Fig. 4 shows the proposed model for handling 
errors in the Network layer. 

In the new model there is no error checking in 
the Data Link Layer. We use high speed network as 
the communication link to transmit data as it is 
faster and more reliable. If there are errors detected 
by CRC on a hop or at the receiver side, the error 
will be corrected by requesting for a retransmission 
of the packet sent. This mechanism is called ARQ 
(Automatic Repeat reQuest). 

compare it with the existing mechanism of error 
check placed in the Data link layer. The comparison 
will help us to study the performance of the 
proposed mechanism in terms of error. checking, 
percentage of packet loss, bandwidth . usage and 
latency. 

IV. DISCUSSION 

Tere Parnell [8] states that Data Link layer 
encodes and frames data for transmission, in 
addition to_ providing error detection and flow 
control. Since the Data Link layer performs error 
checking, the same services need not be handled by 
the next higher layer. However, when a reliable 
medium is used, there is performance advantage by 
not handling error control in the Data Link layer, 
and instead handle it in another higher layer. 

In terms of layering concept error control in 
general is handled at two different levels i.e. error 
control for upper layers and error control for lower 

--------------------------:-------:-~layers:-Fur-theiirst, error control Is handled by 

Fig. 5 New 1Pv6 Packet with CRC32 

Fig. 5 shows the new format of IPv6 packet with 
CRC 32 placed in the extension header. This packet 
is generated on the sender side and sent to the 
receiver by copy of the CRC 32 code. 

We will implement the proposed mechanism of 
error check placed in the Network layer and 

Transport layer. For IPv6 both TCP and UDP 
should apply checksum in its header. While for the 
lower layers error control is handled by the Data 
Link layer. The Data link layer uses CRC32 to 
check for transmission errors caused by the 
transmission medium. 

As both Data link layer and Network layer are 
lower layers where the protocol is between 
neighboring nodes we can place the error check 
mechanism in the Network layer instead of the Data 
link layer. With today's technology and faster 
routers this can be accomplished without 
compromising the data transfer rate. On the hosts it 
would also be efficient to do error checking at the 
packet level instead of at the frame level. 

A. Cyclic Redundancy Check 

Cyclic redundancy check or CRC is the most 
widely used method of error detection on computer 
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networks. CRC detects both single bit error and 
burst error caused by transmission medium. Several 
researches have been made to study the 
implementation of CRC in Computer Networks. 
Reference [9) studies the code of CRC that is used 
in Internet applications. It presents the code of CRC 
according to the IEEE 802.3 standard as a 32 bit 
hexadecimal number Ox82608EDB. CRC code for 
embedded networks is shown in [10). In [II], the 
implementation offast CRC calculation is explained. 
There are others that study about CRC differently 
like in [12] which studies about correcting CRC 
based on confidence declaration. 

All of the papers above study CRC that use 
CRC32 as Frame Check Sequence (FCS) placed in 
the Data Link layer. This paper proposes a new 
architecture of error qetection on computer network 
by placing it in the Network layer. We use the same 
algorithm of· CRC 8s in the existing system. The 
new architecture of error detection is shown in 
figure 6 and 7. Figure 6 is for sender side and figure 
7 is for receiver side. 

Data from Transport layer can be TCP or UDP 
goes to Network layer as part of IP payload. The 
Network layer will generate 1Pv6 header to 
encapsulate the data from upper layer. Before 
handing the 1Pv6 packet to the lower layer, the 
CRC32 generator will generate CRC code and add it 
as extension header in the 1Pv6 packet The CRC32 
generator will create the code for the entire IPv6 
packet, both header and payload. 

I From upper Layer ______ ________ _ y _____ _________ _ _ 

1Pv6 Packet 
' I 

' Network layer, 

then the packet will be passed to the upper layer. 
Otherwise, the packet will be discarded and a 
request for retransmission will arise. 

tTo upper Layer 

----- ------ --- - ----- ----- ---- -, 
' 

Network layer 

' ' ' I 

' ' 1Pv6 Packet 1 .. 
I 
I -- -- -- -- ------- -r~::~ ~~~:}~::~ _: 

Fig. 7 Error Detection Algorithm on Receiver Side 

B. Packet Processing in Router 

This paper prop<ises a new architecture for error 
handling at the lower layers of the network by 
handling error detection in the Network layer 
instead of at the Data Link layer. The proposed 
model uses one of the extension headers to do this 
and does not add anything extra to the IPv6 packet 
size. With the recent development in networking 
hardware technology and the availability of faster 
routers it is possible to implement the above without 
compromising the data transfer rate. 

C. CRC Performance 
CRC 32 is used almost by all network 

-----------•------t--+-~"""~--+--ci:-----'"'-"·hitectures for detecting errors especially_int .... e ... m""e...._t _____ ____ ~ 
: due to its very good performance. The probability 
: of an undetected error is about I in 232 -1 bits or it 
: can achieve an efficiency of99.99 %. 
: In the existing IPv6 packet transmission, error 
l checking is done by Data Link layer as Frame 

IPv6 Packet : Check Sequence. It will check for error with every 
: frame that is received by the receiver. We know that 

---- - -- --- -- - ---~-----~-~c;n _G~<!~ the maximum frame size for Ethernet is 1518 bytes. 
Suppose we have a message that is of 9000 bytes, 

To lower Layer the data will be fragmented into 6 frames by the end 
host before being transmitted. The CRC will check 

Fig. 6 Error Detection Algorithm on Sender Side 6 times for the entire IPv6 packet by checking each 

The 1Pv6 packet with CRC32 as extensiol) header 
will be received by the receiver. The receiver can be 
intermediate node or end system. The CRC32 
checker in Network layer of the receiver side will 
check the whole packet that is received for error. If 
the check sum agrees between sender and receiver 

of the 6 fragmented frames for error. Placing the 
error detection mechanism in Network layer may 
reduce the time needed to check an 1Pv6 packet. In 
case of the 9000 bytes packet, CRC32 only needs to 
check for error once instead of the existing 
mechanism that needs to check 6 times. 
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V. CONCLUSION 

In this paper we have proposed a new concept or 
method to move error handling from the Data Link 
layer to Network layer by utilizing the capabilities 
and features of the IPv6 protocol and the 
characteristics of high speed networks 
communication medium. 

The proposed method reduces the overhead in 
terms of header length at the Data Link layer by 
removing the CRC field from its frame header and 
placing it in the extension headers of the IPv6 
packet header in the Network layer. This proposed 
concept would enhance the performance of packet 
transmission in terms of reduced bandwidth 
utilization and faster data transfer rate, and thus 
enhance the performance of packet transmission. 
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Abstract 

An Intrusion Detection System (IDS) is a system to detect intruders who try to 
hack in to the network and steal information and report them to the network 
administrator There are many tools used in this field, snort consider one of the 
most tools mostly used in Network Intrusion Detection System (NIDS). In spite of 
consuming 31% of total processing due to string matching, and 80% of total 
processing in case of web-intensive traffic, snort using its rule sets to determine 
which packets are allowed to poss and which are rejected. In this paper, we 
parnllelized the quick search algorithm using OpenMP and Pthread (Posh) using 
C language and mode a comparison between them; we determine the required 
number of threads according to many factors . By doing this, we managed to speed 
up the filtering process for more than 40% and finally . We applied the proposed 
method into NIDS to enhance the speed of matching process between incoming 
packet contents and snort rule sets. 

Keywords: NIDS, Exact string matching 11lgorithms, Snort, OpenMP, Pthread 

1. Introduction 

process all traffic on high speed (1]. Many attempts have been made to improve 
hardware as an alternative to software. In spite ofthe fact that software has a slow 
speed, it only performs lightweight processing on low speed network links, compared 
to hardware, which is faster and pedbrms intensive processing on network traffic and 
supports much higher network output [2]. As we know, the Internet speed has 
increased over time, and because of the existence of intruders, who try to sneak 
away . The system exploits the defects of software in a high-speed link Therefore, 
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Abstract- E-mail system has become the most popular 
computer based method used to send and receive E-mail 
messages between the network clients inside or outside the 
local network. The most important point in E-mail system 
processes is to send and retrieve the E-mail message in the best 
delivery time without any delay or latency. POP3 (Post Office 
Protocol) is an E-mail · protocol used to retrieve the E-mail 
messages from the E-mail server to the E-mail client. One of 
the most important issues is the E-mail server performance 
during the sending and retrieving process. In this paper, .we 
will explain and show the latency locations in POP3 protocol 
which occurs during the E-mail messages retrieving process. 
We also proposed new clienUserver architecture to improve the 
current POP3 standard to enhance the E-mail server 
performance and to reduce the latency in retrieve time. 

Key Words:- E-mail server, POP3 protocol, Latency, 
ClienUserver. 

l. INTRODUCTION 

The POP3 protocol is used to retrieve the E-mail 
messages from the E-mail server to the E-mail client. Using 
the POP3 protocol; E-mail messages are carried out from 
the E-mail server and passed over through the network to 
the recipient's mailbox. These processes are done through 
client/server command dialogue. Once the E-mail messages 
are retrieved, it will be deleted from the E-mail server 
database using a specific command sent from ' the E-mail 
client [2, 6]. The POP3 client/server communication 
proce ure IS ac 1eve ou a set o steps; t ese steps can 
be divided into three main states (AUTHONTOCATION 
state, TRANSACTION state and UPDATE state). Each one 
of them has a specific function to accomplish. This 
procedure commences by establishing a communication 
session between the client and the server, and then proceeds 
by performing specific client's commands. This is followed 
by retrieving the E-mail message to the E-mail client. Upon 
the transportation of E-mail message to the client, this 
process comes to an end and the client proceeds by 
retrieving a new E-mail message or quitting the 
communication with the E-mail server [2, 4]. 

POP3 protocol provides the best delivery time compared 
to Simple Mail Transfer Protocol (SMTP) and X.400 
protocol. This is due to the client/server handshake for each 
subsequence message and the security aspects in the SMTP 
protocol. Moreover, POP3 has been proved to be the fastest 
and most efficient protocol although its functionality is 

limited in the case of end-to-end connection which relates to 
the load on the client and the server, and the intermediate 
between them (4]. 

However, E-mail server performance in a real-life 
environment is limited due to the commands dialogue 
between the E-mail client, the E-mail server, and the E-mail 
server response time, which means that the largest latency 
occurs during the client/server commands dialogue and 
dilring the operations of transferring the E-mail messages 
data. Furthermore, neither the increase in the bandwidth, nor 
the increase of the E-mail server response time can reduce 
the latency time for the client/server procedure [I]. 

For POP3 protocol, the best delivery time and high 
performance are the core important points. Thus to achieve 
E-mail messages transportation without any delay or latency, 
the POP3 has to perform the best transportation 
functionality. As a conclusion, the enhancement of the 
POP3 protocol will lead to create a better E-mail 
environment with more efficiency and high E-mail server 
performance. 

This paper is organized as follows: In sections II and III, 
we presented a full description of POP3 client/server 
procedure and showed the latency locations in POP3 
protocol during the client/server procedure. In section IV we 
had discussed and proposed a possible architecture to 
enhance POP3 procedure in order to improve E-mail 
performance and to reduce latency delivery time. Finally we 
rovided the conclusion of this a er. 

II. POP3 CLIENT/SERVER PROCEDURE 

The POP3 client/server procedure starts when the E-mail 
client has any incoming E-mail message and wants to 
retrieve it from the E-mail server. The procedure starts from 
the client by creating a new TCP connection between the 
client and the E-mail server on port 110. This connection is 
used to transfer the control commands and the E-mail 
message data to the POP3 E-mail client. The POP3 client 
uses a Domain Name System (DNS) to lookup the address 
of the E-mail server if it is known. Once the TCP 
connection is created, the client waits for an 
acknowledgment from the E-mail server that contains +OK 
greeting message which informs the client that the E-mail 
server is ready to start commands dialogue between them. 
The client now goes through the first session which is 
referred as "AUTHONTICATION State". In this state, the 



using USER command which contains the user-name. If 
incase the user-name that was sent to the E-mail server is 
correct, which is a positive case, the server must respond 
using +OK command as an acknowledgment from the 
server side or send -ERR command. The next step in this 
state is to issue the password to the user-name which is done 
using PASS command. If the password is correct, which is a 
positive case, the server must respond using +OK command, 
or otherwise the server will respond with - ERR command 
and then the client must resend the password to the server. 
Once the USER and PASS commands are performed with 
positive responds from the POP3 server, the client has an 
access to an appropriate mail drop. The POP3 client now has 
entered into the "TRANSACTION State" and can start 
commands dialogue process. 
The first command performed from the POP3 client in this 
state is STAT command. This command is used to ask the 
E-mail server if there are any new E-mail messages in the 
maildrop. In positive cases; the E-mail server responses 
with +OK command followed by information for the 
maildrop. Morever; the information sent from the POP3 
server contains the number of E"majl messages in the 
mail drop and the message size of the maildrop. The next 
command performed from the POP3 client is LIST [msg] 
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Fig. I POP3 Client/Server Procedure. 

command, where it is used to ask the POP3 server about action. The last command in "TRANSACTION State" is 
each E-mail message in the maildrop. Moreover, in the RSET command, which is used by POP3 client to inform 
LIST command the argument [msg] is optional, where it is the E-mail server to unmark the selected E-mail messages 
the message number which the client needs information by using the DELE command. In this case, the POP3 server. 
about, and the command can be performed with or without Again replies with +OK positive response. Figure I shows 
the argument. In case the command was performed without the illustration of the POP3 Client/Server procedure 
any argument, the E-mail server responds by using +OK The last state for the client/server procedure is the 
command followed by a line or multi-lines information "UPDATE State"; where the POP3 client issues the QUIT 
about all messages in the maildrop. The information command to exit from the "TRANSACTION State". 
contains each message number and the message size. Furthermore, this command must be performed in this state, 
Furthermore, this command can be repeated more than once otherwise the POP3 server will terminate the session 
depending on the POP3 client' s situation. If the client without removing any message from the maildrop. In case 
requires asking about specific E-mail message information, the POP3 server removes all the E-mail messages in this 
then the client will use the LIST command with argument; state, then the server releases the maildrop, and closes the 
the server responds using +OK command and the TCP connection. 
information that is related to that message's number. The 
next command sent by POP3 client is RETR msg command, As conclusion from Figure I, the POP3 Client/server 
which is used to retrieve the E-mail message from the procedure, we can summarize that the minimal commands 

------m=ac:..:il~d,_ro--"'P"-·-":'Th~e----'Oc'-=1--"ie""'n"'"t~s-"en-t=RE'----='T'==R=c'---o~mm="'an"'d""---"w~i~th'-'----t'::-h'-"e'---------,.r,..eq"'u-rtir .... e"dht"'o"r""e'trieve an E-mail message are as foll-hlo"'w" S"':------ -

message's number which requires to be retrieved to the a . TCP connection establis hme nt 
client's mailbox. In positive cases, the POP3 server Wait for connection on TCP port 110 in the server side. 
responds using the initial +OK command followed by a Open connection by client. 
multi-line which is the E-mail message data. This command b . AUTHORIZATION State 
can be repeated many times, depending on the number of USER name valid in the AUTHORIZATION state 
messages which the POP3 client wants to retrive. Once the PASS string 
retrieving process is accomplished, the POP3 client QUIT 
performs the DELE msg command which is used to mark c . TRANSACTION State 
the message as deleted. Moreover, if the client generates any STAT valid in the TRANSACTION state 
future reference related to the message number, then the LIST [msg] 
POP3 server responds using error message - ERR without RETR msg 
deleting the message. This command can be repeated many DELE msg 
times depending on the number of messages required to NOOP 
mark. After this command, the POP3 command will perform RSET 
a NOOP command. In this case, the server must respond d . UPDATE State 
using the initial +OK command without taking any further QUIT 
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The delay time is the time required to complete retrieving 
an E-mail message from the E-mail server to the E-mail 
client. E-mail latency is the main reason that directly affects 
the E-mail performance and the delivery time. By referring 
to Figure 1, the POP3 client/server procedure, which 
performs between the E-mail client and E-mail server, we 
fmd that the E-mail performance in high-speed network 
connections is limited due to the commands dialogue and 
POP3 server response time. 

By analyzing the POP3 procedure, we can fmd the latency 
locations which directly affect the E-mail performance. 
Moreover; the first delay time comes from the greeting 
message which is sent from the E-mail server after the TCP 
connection is created. This latency time is shorter than the 
greeting time required in SMTP procedure. We will refer to 
this time using Tgreeting. The second location is the time 
required for the LIST command which strongly affects the 
E-mail receiving process while the POP3 client repeatedly 
polls the server to see if any new E-mail messages have 
arrived. If the size of an E-mail message is large, the latency 
comes from the POP3 server which replies to LIST 
commands. We will refer to this time using Tlist. The last 
latency location comes from the RETR commands which is 
the time required to send the E-mail message from the E
mail server to the E-mail client; we will refer to this time 
using Tretr. As a conclusion, the main reason leading to 
affect the E-mail server performance and delay time 
problem is the POP3 commands dialogue procedure. Figure 
2 illustrates the POP3 client/server latency locations. 
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In this section we propose a new procedure for POP3 
client/server to improve the current procedure and enhance 
POP3 protocol, and also to reduce the latency time. The first 
step is by cancelling the +OK greeting message, which 
comes before sending the USER and PASS commands in 
AUTHONTICATION State. This message is sent from the 
E-mail server to the E-mail client to inform the client that 
the server is ready to start commands dialogue process. 
Moreover, for the POP3 client to access an appropriate 
maildrop, we proposed to use APOP command rather than 
sending USER and PASS commands. APOP command is 
used as an alternative method of authentication but does not 
involve sending a password in a plaintext over the network. 
The POP3 client performs APOP command after it receives 
the +OK greeting message, which contains a fully-qualified 
domain-name corresponding to the host where the POP3 
server is running, and the server verifies the digits which are 
sent with the APOP command. If the digits are correct, then 
the client/server procedure enters the "TRANSACTION 
State". We have to propose setting-up the TCP connection 
by using the T/TCP (Translation TCP), which is an 
extension of the TCP protocol to provide tni.nsaction 
oriented services, and to allow the transfer of data segments 
during the processes of connection establishment which is 
the standard TCP three-way handshake. However, in this 
session, the client' s first packet will contain the SYN -bit-, 
the requested data itself, and the FIN -bit-, wheni the SYN is 
used to establish the connection with the E-mail server. The 
request is the data which is sent from the client to the E-mail 
server "the data digits" will be in the same first packet. The 
FIN is used to release the connection once the transaction 
process of the E-mail message is fmished. For additional 
illustration, we can write the T/TCP process as follows: the 
client requests to establish a connection, the authentication 
process digits are sent, and once the client fmishes, the 
client will inform the server that the client is done. After the 
E-mail server receives the client' s request and verifies the 
data digits, it sends an acknowledgment which contains the 
greeting message and the permission to access the maildrop 
to the client. The client receives the server's 
acknowledgment, and sends - SYN, FIN acknowledgement. 

In this case, the total time needed for creating TCP 
connection transaction process for the greeting message 
connection and the AUTHORIZATION state will be 
reduced. All the processes will be accomplished during the 
creation of T/TCP connection and the session will enter to 
the TRANSACTION state. 

On the other hand, the transaction commands' dialogue 
will be implemented using the pipelining approach. The 
pipelining is used to minimize the sessions' time which is 
opened for the transaction procedure, and to improve the 
performance of delivery time with any E-mail server built to 
support this approach of pipelining. 

We will use the pipelining in the TRANSACTION state 
by dividing the commands into two sessions. The first 
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session will be for the commands which are STAT and LIST 
where both commands will be sent sequentially as a group 
without waiting a.tl· +OK replies for each command. Thus, 
the client will have to wait for one acknowledgment which 
contains the information for any new E-mail message 
arriving, and information on the number of the E-mail 
messages and their size. Additionally, a special field will be 
added to the +OK acknowledgment to inform the client 
about the error's location if there is any, during the sending 
process of the commands. 

The second session will be for the commands which are 
RETR, DELE, NOOP, and REST. All these commands will 
be sent sequentially as a group without waiting an +OK 
reply for each command. The server, in the positive case 
will send the multi-line E-mail message and any other 
information related to that group of command. Also, a 
special field will be added to the +OK reply to inform the 
client about the error's location, if there is any, during the 
sending process of all commands, and the number of +OK 
replies will be reduced to one +OK acknowledgment only. 
These steps will enhance the total time required for the 
commands dialogue procedure. Figure 3 shows the proposed 
client/server procedure. 

pipelining approach in the POP3 procedure is also proposed 
as a step to reduce the time required to retrieve the E-mail 
message from the E-mail server and improve the E-mail 
performance. For the future work, a real-life simulation for 
the proposed procedure will be implemented and a 
comparison with the existing procedure will be conducted to 
examine the efficiency and the possible modifications. 
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the total number of the +OK E-mail server replies will be 
reduced to three +OK messages, where in the standard 
POP3 procedure the total number of +OK messages is ten. 
Thus, we proposed a new POP3 procedure to reduce the 
total commands dialogue time and to enhance the E-mail 
server performance. 

V. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK 

POP3 protocol is used to retrieve the E-mail 
messages from the E-mail server to the client, the latency 
which occurs in several places in the POP3 protocol, are 
referred to the E-mail greeting message and commands 
dialogue between the clients and the E-mail server. 

To improve POP3 protocol and the delivery time, we 
proposed an enhancement for the POP3 client/server 
·procedure by cancelling the E-mail server greeting message 
and using the T/TCP and APOP command during the 
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ABSTRACT 

E-mail system has become · the most popular 
computer based method used to send and receive E
mail messages over the Internet. Critical point in E
mail system processes is to send and retrieve the E
mail message without any delay or latency. SMTP 
(Simple Mail Transfer Protocol) is the E-mail 
transport protocol used to transfer E-mail messages 
from/to the E-mail server, and is used to transfer 
messages between the local hosts in the local 
network. POP3 (Post Ofi1ce Protocol) is an E-mail 
protocol used to retrieve the E-mail messages from 
the E-mail server to the E-mail client. One of the 
most important issues is the E-mail server 
performance during E-mail sending and retrieving 
process. In this paper, we will explain and show the 
latency locations in SMTP and POP3 protocols which 
occurs during E-mail sending and retrieving process. 
We also proposed new client/servet· architecture to 
improve the current protocols standard to enhance the 
E-mail server performance and to reduce the latency 
in delivery and retrieve time. 
Key Words: E-m~il server, SMTP, POP3, Latency, 
Client/server. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

The SMTP and POP3 protocols are used to send 
and retrjeve the E-mail messages from/to the E-mail 
server. Using the SMTP protocol; the messages are 
carried out from the sender and passed-over through 

POP3 client/server communication procedure is 
achieved through a set of steps which are 
(AUTHORIZATION state, TRANSACTION state 
and UPDATE state) -Each one of them has a specific 
function to accomplish-. This procedure commences 
by establishing a TCP connection between the client 
and the E-mail server, followed by specific client's 
commands till retrieving the E-mail message to the 
E-mail client inbox, afterwards, the client proceeds 
by retrieving a new E-mail message or quitting the 
communication with the E-mail server [5, 7). 

However, E-mail server performance in real-life 
environment is limited due to commands dialogue 
between E-mail client and the E-mail server, as well 
as E-mail server response time,. therefore, the largest 
latency occurs during the client/server commands 
dialogue and during the operations of transferring the 
E-mail messages data. In this, the latency time for the · 
client/server procedure is not reduced by increasing 
the bandwidth or increasing the E-mail server · 
response time [3). Since best delivery time and high 
performance are the core important points for both 
protocols; the transaction protocols must perf01m the 
be.st transportation functionality. The. enhancement of 
thes·e protocols will lead to create better E-maii 
enviroriment with more efficiency and high E-mail 
server performance. 

This paper is organized as follows: In the next 
section we review some of related work on the SMTP 
and POP3 protocols, in sections III and IV, we 
presented a full description of SMTP and POP3 

------ -1 he..Iocal.network to the s.ender's E-mail server; then it 
client/server procedure and showed the latency 
locations-in-the-protoeol.s-during-the--i>lientlserv~~F-------
procedure. In section V we present the contribution starts routing over the Internet till arrives to the 

recipient's E-mail server [4]. Once the E-mail 
message has reached the recipient's E-mail server; 
POP3 protocol is used to carry the E-mail message 
from the server to the recipient's mailbox [5). These 
sending and retrieving processes are done through 
client/server command dialogue. The SMTP 
client/server communication procedure is achieved 
via a set of steps; each of them is responsible for 
accomplishing specific functions. This procedure 
commences with establishing a TCP connection 
between the client and the E-mail server, followed by 
a set of commands dialogue till the E-mail message is 
transferred to the SMTP E-mail sever. Thereafter, the 
client resends a new E-mail message or quits the 
communication with the E· mail server [4,6,7). The 

of this paper which proposes possible architectures to 
enhance SMTP and POP3 procedures in order to 
improve E-mail performance and to reduce latency 
delivery time. Finally we provide the conclusion of 
this paper. 

ll. RELATEDVVORK 

This section review some of previous work 
related to the transaction protocols, and the 
characteristics of its performance. In a comparison 
between SMTP, POP3, and X.400 Electronic mail 
protocols, SMTP shows high-weak performance, 
POP3 protocol provides the best delivery time 
compared to the other SMTP, and X.400 protocols. 
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Abstract- Packets are the basic unit of data transfer in the TCPIIP can be used on a LAN it is not optimized for 
Internet. Each packet essentially consists of a bender that this domain [I] In IPv6 there are certain fields in the 
carries network control information apart from the header such as Flow label and Hop )imit\vhich are only 
payload part that contains useful information' meant for relevant io a WAN. Moreover the 1Pv6 header has 
transmission. Tbe size or the bender depends on the . 
associated protocol and these headers oi"C an overhead in certain informanon such as the Interface Identifier, 
terms of processing and band1'1idth uttllzotion. As packet payload length and the IP version that are redundant as 
size decreases, protocol overhend would increase since the they are present in layer-2 as well. It is possible to 
bender to payload size ratio becomes large. So packet size significantly increase communication performance for 
in11uences performance. 1Pv6 packet transmission over Ethernet LAN by 

Traffic on the Internet and LAN, "'hich are handling these functionalities efficiently. 
dominated by small packets aggra\•ate the above problem This paper presents a scheme to reduce the IPv6 
of protocol overhead affecting the performance of packet header overhead by employing a modified or simplified 
transmission. The. introduction of 1Pv6 as the Next IPv6 header format for IPv6 packets transmission 
Generation Internet Protocol bas a host of advantages within a LAN. This modified IPv6 header is 
over 1Pv4 to leverage today's communication needs. Apart 
from its advantages IPv6 uses a siguificantly large bender implemented transparently between layer·2 and layer-3 
size when compared to IPv4 wblcb could be handled at the host machines in a LAN for local traffic and at 
efficiently so that network resources can be utilized the edge router for incoming traffic to the LAN from 
efficiently. From our ongoing research work we put the Internet. Packets meant for WAN traffic uses the 
forward a modified IPv6 header format for packet standard IPv6 packet header at the edge router of the 
tr-ansmission within 11 LAN. The modi.lied IPv6 bllnder LAN. The proposed mechanism utilizes the features of 
format reduces the size of the 1Pv6 bender. This would IPv6 such as large address space, address auto-
reduce 1Pv6 network protocol overhead by reducing the configuration, excluding functions irrelevant for a LAN 
bender to payload size ratio for smaD and moderate siu environment and by inferring certain values from the 
packets Increasing the performance of IPv6 packets 
transmitted over the Ethernet in terms of b11ndwidtb Data link header The resultant JPv6 packet header 

------------------~·illbano~an~tbFoughpu~------------------------~o~p~ti~mMi~ze~dL-~fo~r~L~A~NL-~tra~ffi~c~~'vDo~u~Id~~iunc~r~e~~~e~t~h~e~-------------

Keywords- IPv6, bnndwidth utiJbation, throughput, 
header overhead, Ethernet. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

IPv6 despite its host of advantages over Ethernet 
results in big overhead due to its large header size . Its 
header size has increased to 40 bytes when compared to 
IPv4 whose header siz.e is 20 bytes (with no options) . 
The increased header size with 1Pv6 packets would be 
costly in terms of poor bandwidth utilization, 
throughput and roundtrip latency especially for small 
siz.ed packets 

TCPnP was originally designed and is usually 
implemented for wide area networks (WAN) . While 

performance of 1Pv6 packet transmission over Ethernet 
The increased performance would be in terms of 
reduced bandwidth utilization, increased throughput, 
improved response time and reduced latency 
appreciably for small and average size packets_ As 
detailed in the discussion section, the proposed 
mechanism reduces the size of the JPv6 header by an 
order of magnitude, and can improve bandwidth 
efficiency significantly for short data and efficiently for 
moderate data in TPv6 packets transmitted over an 
Ethernet . 

Though bandwidth costs are in the decline they are 
not for free . In most of today's organization bandwidth 
is one of the infrastructural and operational cost, and 
has to be handled efficiently. Reduced bandwidth 
utilization would benefit an organization in terms of 



reduced infrastructure costs as more users per channel 
bandwidth would translate into less infrastructure 
deployment cost 

The remainder of the paper is organized as follows . 
Se.ction n gives an overview of IP header overheads. In 
Section lll, we present the methodology for modified 
lPv6 header construction. Section IV discusses on how 
the modified IPv6 header construction reduces the 
overall size of the packet and increases performance 
while Section V briefs on related work Finally, we 
present our conclusion in Section VI 

II IP HEADER OVERHEADS 

TCPIIP is the default communication protocol suite 
used for Internet traffic TCPIIP model consists of four 
layers [2] and uses encapsulation to provide abstraction 

can be constructed by excluding those fields that are 
redundant with the fields found in the Ethernet frame 
header, those fields that are oot relevant to local traffic 
and those which can be deduced from the Ethernet 
frame header As this proposed methodology is best 
suited for local traffic in a network, the research focus 
would be only for LAN traffic. The above methodology 
could be best explained in terms of direct delivery and 
indirect delivery . Direct delivery occurs when both 
source and destination are attached directly to the same 
physical network Indirect delivery occurs when 
destination is not on a directly attached networl\ forcing 
the sender to pass the datagram to a router for delivery 
( 4]. 

Direct delivery 

of protocol and services. Data is encapsulated at each If the destination is local i e on the same physical 
layer ·or level in terms of control information added as network, the Source and Destination · [p address, 
headers and uses a set of protocols to send data down to Version, Traffic class, Flow label and Payload length 
the ne,.:t level. These headers are an overhead in terms fields can be excluded or suppressed in the lPv6 packet 
of processing and bandwidth utilization Fig. I shows a header at the sender host 'Ibe resultant packet header 
typical TCPIIP packet sent over an Ethernet as a frame would be the modified IPv6 header. The lPv6 packet 
The Ethernet and rCP/IP protocol headers consume with the modified IPv6 header is handed over to the 
portion of the available bandwidth and hence reduce the data link layer to be encapsulated into a frame and sent 
potential throughput of the packet sent over the to the other side. On the receiving host the packet 
Ethernet As frame size decreases the protocol overhead header is reconstructed to its original form before the 
increases as the header to payload size ratio increases packet is handed over to the net\vork layer. Since the 
lhis would result in a significant portion of the network sender and the receiver are in the same network or LAN 
bandwidth conswned by the protocol headers without the network prefix would be the standard IPv6 link-
contributing to the overall throughput. Traffic pattern local prefiX. This value has to be inserted into the prefix 
over a LAN aggravates further the problem posed by part of the source and destination address. The interface 
the protocol overhead as most LAN traffic consists of ID part of the source and destination IPv6 address is 
small packets. Many applications such as messaging, inferred from the Ethernet frame header. The source 
VoiP, Interactive applications, gaming, multimedia etc and destination MAC address in the Ethernet frame 
often use small packets. The typical packet size of such header should be converted to EUI-64 bit format as 
applications range from few bytes to a few hundred explained in (5] and combined with the 64-bit network 
bytes. For e.g. Packets that carry interactive prefix to get the complete 128-bit source and 
applications range from I byte to 512 bytes [3] The destination IP address. The value for version field and 
Internet Protocol, especially IPv6 because of its header length field can be derived from the Ethernet frame 

________ ,size_introduceS-.additionaLoYerheadJoL..applications__headet-while...the...Yalue_foLl:r.affu:_class..anwd .... Fwl.u.ow""--'l""ab..,eo~-. _ ______ _ 
such as listed above which are becoming common types is assigned as zeroes. lhe datagram with the IPv6 
of network traffic today. In an interactive session, the header restored to its original form is handed over to the 
user response over a keyboard would be typically a network layer to be processed as usual. 
single character. I his single byte of data sent with TCP Packets received by the edge router from the 
and 1Pv6 headers would result in a packet of at least 61 Internet or WAN for local delivery within the LAN will 
bytes (data + IP + TCP headers), and the overhead also follow direct delivery .. The router upon receiving 
would be 6000%. the packet examines and finds out the destination is 

!II. Modified IPv6 Header Construction 

I his paper tries to exploit the features of IPv6 and 
the redundancy found between layer-2 and layer-3 
functionalities . Moreover, certain fields like Traffic 
class and Flow label are not relevant for local traffic 
within a LAN. So a simplified or modified 1Pv6 header 

local .. The packet header has to be modified before the 
router can send the packet to the intended host and is 
done as follows. The destination IP address is 
completely excluded and the source address is included 
as it is . The version, payload length and the Flow label 
fields are also excluded. Now the datagram with the 
modified IPv6 header is encapsulated into a frame by 
the data link layer and sent to the destination machine 
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Figure 1. A Typical TCPIIP Ethernet frame 

At the recetvmg host before the datagram can be 
banded to the network layer the IPv6 packet header has 
to be restored to its original form. As discussed earlier 
the values for the version and payload length field are 
inserted inferring from the Ethernet frame header .. The 
destination address is derived by C()mbining the 
standard global prefix advertised by the router with the 
Interface ID derived from the destination MAC address 
inferr~ from the Ethernet frame header. The Flow 
label field is inserted with zeros . The datagram with the 
1Pv6 header restored to its original form is handed over 
to the host network layer to continue with its normal 
processing to hand over the packet to its upper layer. 

Indirect Delivery 

If the destination is not local i e . attached to a 
different network, the sender passes the datagram to the 
default gateway or edge router for delivery . In this case 
the destination address will be a global IP. If the 
destination address is global the packet header 
modification at the sender host is as follows: The 
source IP address is completely omitted and the 
destination IP address is included as it is. The version 
field and payload length fields are also excluded . 
Traffic class and Flow label field values are retained as 
it is in the original IPv6 header. Now the datagram with 
the modified IPv6 header is handed over to the data link 
layer to be encapsulated into a frame and sent to the 
default gateway or router. 

At the edge router, the IPv6 packet header has to be 
restored to its original form before the datagram can be 
handed over to the network layer. As earlier the values 
for version field and payload length field are inferred 
from the Ethernet frame header. The source address is 
derived by combining the standard IPv6 global prefix 
that would be advertised by the router as router prefix. 
The interface ID is derived from the source MAC 
address inferred from the Ethernet frame header. The 
datagram with the !Pv6 header restored to its original 
form is handed over to the network layer to continue 
with its normal processing to route the packet to the 
intended destination. 

The modified IPv6 packet header construction and 
restoring it back to its original form is done 
transparently between the link layer and Internet layer 

by a module called as the adaptation module as shown 
in Fig. 2 

The proposed methodology of modified IPv6 
packet header construction for transmitting IPv6 
packets over Ethernet would reduce the 1Pv6 header 
size . By proper implementation of the adaptation 
module in terms of IP header templates, the processing 
overhead can be made small. The gain would be for 
small and moderate sized packets in terms of reduction 
in header to payload size ratio This would eventually 
decrease the latency of a packet, reduce bandwidth 
utilization and increase throughput on a link 

IV. DISCUSSION 

Header size has two major effects on protocol 
performance. First, a large header can increase the 
switching and network latency of a packet Second, a 
large header takes up bandwidth and reduces 
throughput on a link. If the data portion of the packet is 
large, then even a large header does not make much 
difference .. If the data portion is small, then the header 
size is a significant factor. So the concern is the 
percentage of packet size contributed by the header in 
terms of small or large_ LAN traffic pattern shows that 
small packet applications tend to dominate link usage 
[6). Large headers for small packets would consume 
significant portion of the total packet size, accounting 
for large fraction of the link usage by the large headers 
wasting bandwidth resulting in performance overhead . 

In IPv6, the IP address is segmented into the prefix 
part or network portion and the Interface ID [7]. The 
prefix part normally identifies the location where the 
host is and the Interface ID part identifies the host itself 
or the host interface. For direct delivery the source and 
destination hosts are on the same network. Since IPv6 
uses a standard link local prefix, the prefix part of the 
source and destination IPv6 addresses are redundant 
information, so it can be safely assumed for any local 
traffic Moreover, the Interface ID part of the source 
and destination 1Pv6 addresses are also redundant as 
they are already present in the Ethernet frame header. 
As such, the source and destination !Pv6 addresses can 
be completely excluded. This alone saves 32 bytes to 
the total length of an !Pv6 packet header. Version, 
Traffic class, Flow label and Payload length field would 
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Figure 2 Architectural model for modified IPv6 Header 
Construction 

bandwidth utilization and increased throughput This is 
illustrated in Fig.J which shows the throughput 
performance of packet transmitted over an Ethernet 
LAN with the standard IPv6 header and the modified 
IPv6 header based on theoretical calculations 

V RELATED WORK 

The existing works closely related to this work are 
lP Header Compression and Robust Header 
compression techniques. Several header compression 
algorithms [8], [9], [10], [II] have been developed 
including its variants [12], [13) to reduce the size of the 
headers in an IP packet to be sent over a specific link 
These header compression algorithms mostly make use 
of the similarities between headers of consecutive 
packets in a flow to reduce the size of the headers. 
Header .compression · involves a · compr~ssor and de
compressor where the compression and decompression 
is done synchronously based on a flow context All of 
the above header compression algorithms except for 
(13) establishes flow conte>..1 for each packet flow. fhe 
flow context contains information about fields in the 
header that do not change and the complete original 

save another 6 bytes . Altogether for direct delivery the header 'The rest of the fields in the header arc either 
simple and modified IPv6 header proposed by this encoded are sent as it is so that minimal information is 
research paper would be 2 bytes in length with a saving sent over the headers. The flow conte>..1 is normally 
of 38 bytes built over time per packet flow and updated periodically 

For Indirect delivery, for an outgoing packet where for the flow conte>..1 to be consistent Moreover all the 
the source is inside the LAN and destination is outside above methods focus mostly on wireless and wired 
the LAN and the packet has to be routed, the source links which are bandwidth constrained. 
!Pv6 address can be completely excluded. This is Our work proposed in this research paper is distinct 
possible as the prefix can be inferred at the gateway and from these header compression algorithms as there are 
the Interface ID from the Ethernet frame header. no flow context establishments, contexts IDs or code 
Similarly the Version field and the Payload length field words or labels and encoding of fields in the IP header. 
can also be excluded as they can be inferred from the As such there would not be any overhead of context 
Ethemet frame header. The remaining fields are used as establishment either in terms of bandwidth or 
it is as they are relevant. Ibis would save 148 bits or processing . There are no compressors or de-
roughly about 18 bytes to the total length of an !Pv6 compressors involved except for a small algorithm 

f 

( 
~~~~~~~-P· acket...headefc.--~~~~~~~~~~~~~~___i;alled..th.e...adap.tati.on_mo.dule..JhaUY..o.uld...c.onstruCLand~~~~~~~-

In Indirect delivery, for an incoming packet where reconstruct the modified IPv6 header The IPv6 packet 
the source is from the Internet or a WAN and the transmission with the modified !Pv6 header presented 
destination is inside the LAN, the destination IPv6 will be used only within a LAN over the Ethernet. 
address is completely excluded. 'Ibis is possible as the 
prefix can be inferred from router advertisements and 
the Interface ID ftom the Ethernet frame header, lhe 
Version field and Payload length field are also excluded 
as they can be inferred from the Ethernet frame header. 
1his would save 21 bytes to the total length of an IPv6 
packet header . 

I he significant reduction of header size explained 
above would reduce the header to payload size ratio for 
small and moderate sized 1Pv6 packets. Ibis would 
result in increased performance of IPv6 packets 
transmitted over Ethernet in a LAN in terms of 

VI. CONCLUSION 

The overhead of large headers on small packets can 
be unaffordable especially for delay sensitive 
applications such as remote login and real time 
applications which typically use small packets . 
Moreover, the traffic patterns on a LAN and the 
Internet shows that they are mostly populated by small 
and moderate size packets . 
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The modified IPv6 header format for Ethernet 
LAN traffic suggested in this research paper would 
reduce the size of an IPv6 header, reducing the overall 
size of an IPv6 packet. This IPv6 header size reduction 
is useful as it can significantly reduce the header to 
payload size ratio for small and moderate size packets 
efficiently. We have discussed on how the IPv6 header 
size can be reduced, resulting in reduced bandwidth 
utilization and increased throughput for small and 
moderate size packets Our ongoing and future work 
looks at enhancing further the performance of IPv6 
packet transmission over the Ethernet LAN, exploring 
further in reducing the redundant functionalities 
between layers within a packet and capitalizing on the 
features ofiPv6. 
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Abstract-Voice over IP (VoiP) is expected to be the key of the 
communication industry in ncar future. Inefficient bandwidth 
usage by VoiP consumed the network bandwidth. The problem 
of inefficient bandwidth usage is handled by several techniques 
such as silence suppression, packets multiplexing, and voice 
compression. This work proposed new architecture to save 
network bandwidth for VolP. We called the new architecture 
Mrp;Comp. MuxComp. combines .packets multiplexing and 
voice · compression. Whereas, multiplexing the voice packets 
reduce the overheads, furthermore give the opportunity to 
compress the packets again. The MwcComp architecture 
consists of two entities. The MuxCmp entity is VoiP gateway in 
the sender side, which performs the multiplexing and 
compression processes to the packets and sends them to their 
destinations. The DCmpDMux entity is VoiP gateway in the 
receiver side, which performs the reverse processes of 
MuxCmp through de-compression and de-multiplexing the 
packets. Furthermore, this work Is considered the size of the 
multiplexed packets, wher·cas the size must not exceed the 
network Maximum Transfer Unit (MTU), therefore avoiding 
the fragmentation delay through the nchvork. 

Keyworrls-nmltiplexing; compressiou; brwrhvldtlr utilization; 
Vo/P. 

I INTRODUCTION 

The communications world is evolving continuously and 
quickly . In the last decade Voice over IP (Vo!P) occupied a 
significant situation in communication world, and became 

__ one of_the main _ev.olv.ing_mechanisms_in_the..communication _ 
indushy. l11ere are many drivers behind the significant of 
VoiP, especially if we compare Vo!P with Public Switched 
Telephone Network (PSTN). The main driver is the cheapest 
ca11 rates provided by VolP, the second driver is the ability to 
set up other services with voice such as text and video, 
another vital driver that is VoiP developed rapidly and allow 
creativity; because of its nature as free and open architecture 
[1). Nevertheless, Vo!P still suffer from some problems. The 
main problem is the degrading of QoS (packet loss, delay, 
and jitter) in comparison of the PSTN Another important 
problem is inefficient use of bandwidth [2] This work will 
focus on improving bandwidth utilization 

Several techniques are used to improve bandwidth 
utilization . Here, we will discuss the main three techniques 
First technique is silence suppression . The statistical analysis 
shows that more than 40% of the phone calls are silence. 
Packetized and send the silence through network waste the 
bandwidth usage in garbage data, therefore suppress the 

silence using the suitable mechanism such as Voice Activity 
Detection (V AD) save the bandwidth greatly. The Second 
technique is Packets Multiplexing. The size of voice packet 
payload is usually between I Obytes and 30bytes depend on 
the codec. The usual 40Bytes VoiP packet header that 
combined with each packet payload causes header overhead, 
thus consumes the bandwidth. Hence multiplex multiple 
payloads in one header reduce the header overhead and ~ave 
the bandwidth The third technique is Voice Compression . 
Compression is the most important technique used to save 
the bandwidth [3) [4] Voice compression performed by the 
codec (compression/decompression). Codec convert the 
voice from analog to digital, then compress the digital voice 
using compression algorithm, after that the compressed date 
converted to frames (packet payload) Frames size varies 
depending on the codec, Compression ratio varies between 
codecs depend on the algorithm used by the codec. Table I 
shows the most used voice codecs [5] This paper proposed 
novel architecture to improve the bandwidth utilization for 
VoiP, through combining both packet multiplexing and 
voice compression. 

The reset of this paper is arranged as follows Section 2, 
discussed some of the related works . Section 3, discussed the 
proposed architecture, showed number of multiplexed 
payloads, and highlighted how to improve the bandwidth 
utilization in VoiP by combine packets multiplexing and 
voice compression . Finally, the conclusion is stated in 
Section 4. 

T-ABI:E I COMMON~VoiPeODEC -

Co dec Frame size Compressed Rntc 
(Bitnlle) /kbps 

0.723.1 (lr) 30 5.3 

0 .723.1 (hr) 30 6.3 

0.729 10 8 

0.729A 10 8 

0.7290 10 6.4 

0.729E 10 II 8 

iLBC(Ir) 30 13 .33 

iLBC (lr) 20 15~1 

Spccx 20 Various 

OSM-FR 20 5 

GSM-HR 20 2~ 

GSM-EFR 20 18 



II . RELATED WORKS 

There have been several researches on VolP bandwidth 
utilization. Subbiah et al [6) proposed multiplexing of audio 
streams between IP telephony gateways. The proposed 
multiplexing method multiplex the audio streams from 
different users into one RTP payload, which reduces the 
overhead resulting from combined 40bytes RTP/UDP/IP 
headers to each audio frame . In order to distinct between the 
multiplexed frames the method suggested adding mini
header (2bytes) to each multiplexed frame . The result 
showed that the overhead is reduced by 50% to 80% depends 
on the audio frame size . Hoshi et al proposed a multiplexing 
method by combining the RTP packets destined to the same 
lP telephony gateway into one UDP packet [7] . The 
proposed method reduces the network load and increases the 
available bandwidth. After applied this method on H.323 
standard, the result showed that the consumed bandwidth 
decreased 40%, and number of packets decreased to 1/8. 

Apart f~om multiplexing,bandwidth utilization improved 
tlirough the RTP/UDP/IP beader compression The method 
of RTP/UDP/IP compression achieves high bandwidth 
utilization, whereas the method compresses the header from 
40bytes to 2 or 4 bytes. Casner and Jacobson rely on two 
properties to compress the header [8] . First property, most of 
RTPIUDP/IP header fields are fixed during the 
communication time. These fixed fields send during the 
session imitation and eliminated from all other packets 
Second property, some of other fields are increased by 
constant value, using this property the proposed method 
apply the differential coding to compress these fields. 

III MUXCOMPARCHITEC1URE 

Bandwidth exploitation is critical issue in computer 
network . Inefficient usage of network bandwidth in VolP 
wastes the available network bandwidth. Packets 
multiplexing and voice compression are two major 
techniques used to save network bandwidth in VoiP . This 
work proposed novel architecture to save the bandwidth 
consumed by VoiP; through combined both packets 
mul~plexing and voice compression, name it /1-flo:Comp 
architecture. The MuxComp architecture consists of VolP 
gateway in the-·sender side, and another one in the receiver 
side The sender VolP gateway contains Multiplexer (Mtu:) 
and Compressor (Cmp), name it Mw:Cmp VoiP gateway . 
The receiver VolP gateway contains De-Compressor 
(DCmp) and De-Multiplexer (DMm:), name it DCmpDMw: 
VoiP gateway. The MuxCmp VolP gateway multiplex and 
compress the voice packets and sends them to the 
DCmpDMu .. 'l: VolP gateway In the other side the 
DCmpDMrL'I: Vo!P gateway decompresses and de
multiplexes the received packets and sends them to their 
destinations Fig . I clarifies the MuxComp architecture . We 
avoid the fmgmentation through network, and thus the 
fragmentation delay, through bind the size of the new 
packets, after multiplexing and comp1ession, by network 
MTU. 

MuxCmp 
Gateway VoiP 

DMuxDCmp 
VoiP Gateway 

·. . . 

l~ternet 

IP-Phone IP-Phone 
Figure! MuxComp Architecture 

A Packets Multiplexing 

• Number of Multiplexed Payloads. 
Packet size affects the network performance 

Whereas a big number of small packet size cause 
overhead, therefore waste the bandwidth. On the other 
hand, the large packet size requires fragmentation 
through the network; thus the delay resulting from the 
fragmentation increases the overall packet delay. Hence, 
packet size bounded with the network MTU, whereas 
packet size recommended to be smaller than the network 
MTU to avoid the fragmentation delay, and big enough 
to exploit the network MTU [9]. 

Accordingly, in the MrL-.:Comp architecture the 
number ofmultiplexed payloads depends on the network 
MTU, whereas increase the MTU size increase number 
of multiplexing payloads, and decrease the MTU size 
decrease number of multiplexing payloads. Moreover 
number of multiplexing payloads affected by the 
compression ratio, whereas the higher compression 
allows multiplexed additional payloads . 
• Packets Multiplexing/De-multiplexing process 

o Packets Multiple.v:illg: the Mw:Cmp VoiP 
gateway receives the packets and check there 

- destinations, after- that the -MuxGmp Vo!P 
gatew?y extracts the packets payload, and the 
Mux m the MuxCmp VoiP gateway multiplex 
the payloads destined to the same gateway, at last 
the packet header combined to the multiplexed 
payloads, and the resulting packets forwarded to 
their destinations 

o Packets De-Multiple.v:ing: the DCmpDMIL'I: VolP 
gateway receives the packets and extracts the 
packets payload, then the DMux in DCmpDMtL'I: 
VoiP gateway de-multiplexes the payloads, after 
that the packet header combined with each de
multiplexed part, and the resulting packets 
forwarded to their destinations. Fig. Z (a) clarifies 
the multiplexing and de-multiplexing process 

B Voice Compression 
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• Improve bandwidth utilization by combine 
multiplexing and compression 

Compression algorithms reduce the data size through 
eliminates the redundant data The frames (packet 
payload) generated by the codec are highly compressed 
by the compression algorithms. We make use of the 
advantage getting by multiplexing multiple payloads 
together, since it gives the opportunity to compress the 
data again which reduce the multiplexed payloads size 
and save more bandwidth . The compression ratio 
depends on two factors, first: the compression algorithm . 
Whereas the compression algorithm must perform high 
data compression, on the other hand, the compression 
algorithm must consider acceptable compression time to 
ensure acceptable overall pac~ets delay. Second: number 
of multiplexed payloads Whereas increase number of 
multiplexed payloads, lead to increases the possibility of 
repeated data, therefore higher compression (10] [11] 
Compression ratio can be calculated using the following 
equation: 

Si::eBeforeComp 
CompRatio = * /00% 

SizeAfierComp 

• Packets compression/De- compression process 
o Pacl\ets Compression: the Mu.'I:Cmp VolP 

gateway receives the packets and multiplexes 
them as in Packets Multiplexing section A, after 
that Cmp in the Mm.:Cmp VoiP gateway 
compress the multiplexed packets, and the 
packets forwarded to there destinations. 

o Packets De-compression: the DCmp in the 
DCmpDMIL'I: VolP gateway de-compress the 
packets and pass them to the DMux , after that the 
DMu:~: de-multiplex the packets and forward 
them to their destinations as explained in Packets 
de-Multiplexing section A Fig. 2 (b) cladfy the 
compression/de-compression process combined 
with multiplexing/de-multiplexing process 

IV. CONCLUSION 

In this paper, we have proposed new architecture to 
improve VoiP bandwidth utilization. The Mtt.'I:Comp 
architecture combines between two well-known methods 
used to improve bandwidth utilization, voice compression 
and packets multiplexing. Voice packets multiplexing give 
the opportunity to compress the packets again . The 
Mru:Comp architecture consists of two VoiP gateways First: 
Mux Cmp VoiP gateway, which multiplexed and compressed 
the packets Second: DCmpDMIL'I: VoiP gateway, which de
compressed and de-multiplexed the packets . This work also 
limits the packets size after multiplexing based on network 
MTU to avoid the fragmentation delay. The packet size 
should not be bigger than the smallest MTU through out the 
path between the 2 MuxComp entities (MIL'I:Cmp VoiP 
gateway and DCmpDMm: VoiP gateway). 
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Abstract- Among the various forms of malware,. botnets are 
emerging as the most serious threat aaainst cyber-seeurlty a~ they 
provide a distributed platform for several Illegal activities such as 
launching distributed denial of s·ervlc~ attacks against critical 
targets, malware dissemination, phlshlng, and click fraud. The 
defining characteristic of botnets Is the use of command and 
control channels through which they can .!Je updated and 
directed. Rece~tly, ·b9tnet deteetion has been an interesting 
research topic related to cyber-threat and cyber-crlme 
prevention. This paper Is a survey of botnet and ·botnet deteetlon. 
The survey chirlfie$ botnet phenomenon and dl&cusses botnet 
detection ·techniques. This survey classifies botnet detection 
teebniques Into · tour classes: signature-based, 11nomaly-based, 
DNS-based, and mining-base. It summarizes botnet detection 
techniques In each class and provides a brief comparison of 
botnet detection techniques. 

Keywords: Botnet; Botne/ Detection; Cyber...security; 

I. INTRODUCTION 

According to explanation in [1, 2], malicious botnet is a 
network of compromised computers called "Bots" ,under the 
remote control of a human operator called "Botmaster". The 
term "Bot" is derived from the word "Robot"; and similar to 
robots, bots are designed to perform some predefined 
functions in automated way. In other words, the individual 
bots are software progr:ams that run on a host computer 
allowing the botmaster to control host actions remotely [1, 2]. 

Botnets pose a significant and growing threat against 
cyber-securlty as they provide a distributed platform for many 
cyber-crimes such as Distributed Denial of Service (DDoS) 
attacks against critical targets, malware dissemination, 
phishing, and click fraud[3,4]. Botnet detection has been a 
major research topic in recent years. Researchers have 
proposed several approaches for botnet detection to combat 
botnet threat against cyber-security. 

In this survey, botnet phenomenon will be clarified and 
advances in botnet detection techniques will be discussed. 
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This survey classifies botnet detection approaches into four 
classes: signature-based, anomaly-based, DNS-based, and 
mining-based. Furthermore, it summarizes botnet detection 
techniques in each class and provides a brief comparison of 
these techniques. The remainder of the paper is organized as 
follows: Section II describes ·botnet phenomenon. In this 

. section, botnet characteristics and botnet life-cycle are 
explained ~o provide better understanding of botnet 
technology. Section "Ill discusses botnet detection and 
tracking. In this section four classes . of botnet detection 
approaches including signature-based, anomaly-based, DNS· 

· based, aitd ·mining-based are discussed respectively. Section 
IV provides a brief comparison of botnet detection techniques. 
The sur-Vey concludes ·in Section V. 

II. BOTNETPHENOMENON 

Botnets are emerging as the most significant threat facing 
online ecosystems and computing assets. Malicious botnets are 
distributed computing platforms predominantly used for illegal 
activities such as launching Distributed Denitll of Service 
(DDoS) attacks, sending spam, trojan and phishing emails, 
illegally distributing pirated media and software, force 
distribution, stealing information and computing resource, e· 
bussiness extortion, performing click fraud, and identity theft 
[3,4]. . 

The high light value of botnets is the ability to provide 
anonymity through the use of a multi-tier cpnunand and 
control (C&C) architecture. Moreover, the individual bots are 
not physically owned by the botmaster, and may be located in 
several locations spanning the globe. Differences in time 
zones, languages, and laws make it difficult to tiack malicious · 
botnet activities across international boundaries [2, 5]. This 

· characteristic makes botnet an attractive tool for cyber· 
criminals, and in . fact poses a great threat against cyber
security. In order. to provide better understanding of botnet 
phenomenon, botnet characteristics and botnet life-cycle will 
be explained respectively. 
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A. Botnet Characteristics 

Like the previous generations of viruses and wonns, a bot 
is a self-propagating application that infects vulnerable hosts 
through exploit activities to expand their reach. Bot infection 

· methods are similar to other classes of malware that recruit 
vulnerable systems by exploiting software vulnerabilities, 
trojan insertion, as well as social engineering techniques 
leading to download malicious bot code [4,6,7].According to 
measurement studies in [2] modem bots are equipped with 
several exploit vectors to improve opportunities for 
exploitation. 

However, among the other classes ofmalware, the defming 
characteristic of botnets is the use of command and control 
(C&C) channels through which they can be updated and 
directed. The multi-tier C&C architecture of botnets provides 
anonymity for the botmaster. C&C channels can operate over 
a vide range of logical network topologies and use different 
communication protocols. Botnets are usually classified 
according to their cbmmand and control architecture 12, it, S, 6, 
7]. 

According to · their command and control architecture, 
botnets can be classified as IRC-based, HTTP-based, DNS
based or Peer to Peer (P2P) botnets [8]. P2P botnets use the 
recent ~2P protocol to avQid single point of failure. Moreover, 
P2P botnets are harder to locate, shutdow!l, monitor, and 
hijack [9, 10]. However, according to the analysis in [2] the 
most prevalent botnets are based on Internet Relay Chat (IRC) 
protocol [11] with a centralized command and control 
mt.~chanism. IRC protocol was originally designed fur large 
social chat rooms to allow for several fonns of communication 
and data dissemination among large number of end-hosts. The 
great prevalence of IRC-based botnets is due to the inherent 
flexibility and scalability of this protocol. Furthermore, there 
!l"e seyeral open-source implementations that enable 
botrnasters to eXtend them according to their demands [2, 12]. 

B. Botnet Lifo-i:ycle 
A typical botnet can be created and maintained in five 

phases including: initial infection, secondary injection, 
connection, malicious command and control, update an:d 
maintenance. This life-cycle is depicted in Fig. 1. 

Figure. I. A Typical Botnet Life-cycle 

During the initial infection phase, the attacker, scans a 
target subnet for known vulnerability, and infects victim 
machines through different exploitation methods. After initial 
infection, in secondary injection phase, the infected hosts 
execute a script known as shell-code. The shell-code fetches 
~e image . of the actual bot binary from the specific location 
VIa FTP, HTTP, or P2P. The bot binary installs itself on the 
target machine. Once the bot program is i.l)stalled, the victim 
computer turns to a "Zombie" and runs the malicious code. 
The bot application starts automatically each time the zombie 
is rebooted [2, 8, 13]. 

· In connection phase; the ·bot program establishes a 
command and control (C&C) channel, and connects the 
zombie to the command and control (C&C) server. Upon the 
establishment of C&C channel, the zombie becomes a part of 
attacker's botnet army. After connection phase, the actual 
botnet command and control activities will be started. The 
botmaster uses the C&C channel to disseminate commands to 
his bot army. Bot.programs receive and execute commands 
sent by botmaster. The C&C channel enables the botmaster to 
remotely control the action oflarge number ofbots to conduct 
various illicit activities [8, 13 ]. 

Last phase is to maintain hots lively and updated. In this 
phase, bots are commanded to download an updated binary. 
Bot controllers may need to update their botnets for several 
reasons. For instance, they may need to update the bot binary 
to evade detection techniques, or they may intend to add new 
functionality to their bot anny. Moreover, sometimes the 
updated binary move the bots to a different C&C server. This 
process is called server migration and it is very useful for 
botmasters to keep theirbotnet alive [2, 8, 14, 15]. Botmasters 
try to ~eep their botn~ts invisible and portable . by using 
Dynamtc DNS (DDNS) [16] which is a resolution service that 
facilitates frequent updates and changes in server locations. In 
case authorities disrupt a C&C server at a certain IP address, 
the botmaster can easily set- up another C&C server instance 
with the same name at a different IP address. IP address 

. changes in C&C servers propagate almost immediately to bots 
due short time-to-live (TTL) values for the domain mimes set 
by DONS providers .. Consequently, hots will migrate to the 
new C&C server location and will stay alive [14, 15, 17]. 
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III. BOTNET DETECTION 

Despite the long presence of malicious botnets, only few 
formal studies. have examined the botnet problem. To date, 
just very little is known about botnet malicious behavior. The 
Honeynet project (4] was one of the pioneering infonnal 
studies ofthe botnet problem. However, efforts are in progress 
to quantify the botnet problem, detect the presence of botnets 
and design defenses against attacks by botnets. ' 

Botnet detection and tracking has been a major research 
topic in recent years. Different solutions have been proposed 
in academia. There are mainly two approaches for botnt 
detection and tracking [8]. One approach is based on setting 
up honeynets. For instance, solutions in [4, 18] have been 
initial honeynet-based solutions. In addition, many papers (2, 
6, 7, 13, 19, 20, 21, 22, 23] discussed how to use honeynets for 
botnet tracking and measurement. However, honeynets are 
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mostly useful to understand botnet technology and 
characteristics, but do not necessarily detect bot infection. 

The other approach for botnet detection is based on passive 
network traffic monitoring and analysis. Botnet detection 
techniques based on passive traffic monitoring have been 
useful to identifY the existence of botnets. These techniques 
can be classified as being signature-based, anomaly-based, 
DNS-based, and mining-based that will be described and 

· summarized in this section respectively. 

A. Signature-based Detection 
Knowledge of useful signatures and behavior of existing 

botnefs is useful for botnet detection. For example, Snort [24] 
is an open source intrusion detection system (IDS) that 
monitors network traffic to find signs of intrusion. Like most 
IDS systems, Snort is configured with a set of rules or 
signatures to log traffic which is deemed suspicious [24). 
However. signature-based detection techniqpes can be used for 
detection of known botnets. Thus, this solution is not useful 
for unknown bots. 

B. Anomaly-based Detection 
Anomaly·b~ed detee,!ion techniques attempt to detect 

. botnets based on severat;)network traffic anomalies such !lS 
high network latency,~hjgh volumes of traffic, traffic on 
unusual ports, and unusuAAsystem.behavior that could indicate 
presence of malicious b:~ts;' in the·rietworkii]. 

Although anomaly detection techniques solve the problem 
of detecting unknown ·'1Jotnets~ problems with anomaly 
detection can include detection of an IRC network that may be 
a botnet but has not been used yet for atta((ks, hence there are 
no anomalies. To solve this, Binkley ·and Singh [25) proposed 
an effective algorithm that combines TCP-based anomaly 
detection with IRC tokenization and IRC message statistics to 
create a system that can clearly detect client botnets. This 
algorithm can also reveal bot servers [25). However, Binkley's 
approach could be easily defeated by simply using a trivial 
cipher to encode the IRC commands. 

In 2007, Karasaridis eta/. [12] presented an algorithm for 
detection and characterization of botnets using passive 
an!llysis based on flow data in transport layer. This algorithm 
can detect encrypted botnet communications. It helps to 
quantifY size of botnets, identifY and characterize their 
activities without joining the botnet [12). Recently, Gu et q/. 
have proposed · Botsniffer [26] that uses network-based 
anomaly detection to identifY botnet C&C channels in a local 
area network. Botsniffer is. based on observation that bots 
within the same botnet will likely demonstrate very strong 
synchronization in their responses and activities. Hence, it 
employs several correlation analysis algorithms to detect 
spatial-temporal correlation in network traffic with a very low 
false positive rate [26]. 

C. DNS-based Detection 

DNS-based detection techniques are based on particular 
DNS information generated by a botnet. DNS-based detection 
techniques are similar to anomaly detection techniques as 
similar anomaly detection algorithms are applied on DNS 
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traffic. As mentioned in Section II, bots typically initiate 
connection with C&C server to get commands. In order to 
access the C&C server bots perform DNS queries to locate the 
respective C&C server that is typically hosted by a DONS 
provider. Thus, it is possible to detect botnet DNS traffic by 
DNS monitoring and detect DNS traffic anomalies [15, 17]. 

In 2005, Dagon [27] proposed a mechanism to identifY 
botnet C&C servers by detecting domain names with 
abnormally high or temporally concentrated DDNS query 
rates. This technique is similar to the approach proposed by 
Kristoff [28] in 2004. However, both techniques have the 
same weakness and could easily be evaded by using faked 
DNS queries. Furthermore, according to the evaluation in [17], 
this technique generates many false positives due to 
misclassification of legitimate and popular domains that use 
DNS with short time~to-live (TTL). 

An alternative approach was proposed by Schonewille and 
Van Helmond .{29] in 2006. This approach was based on 
abnormally recurring NXDOMAIN reply rates. In order to 
classifY anomalous reply rates, they use the algorithms similar 
to those Dagon used for classifYing analogous query rates. 
According to their observation DONS responses· indicating 
name error (NXDOMAIN) often correspond to botnet C&C 
servers that have been shut down by authorities. Hosts that 
repeatedly issue such queries may be infected with a bot and 
they may have the vulnerability to enable similar infection. 
According to [17), this approach is very effective to detect 
several suspicious domain names and there may be Jess false 
positive because NXDOMAIN replies are more likely to refer 
to DDNS than to other names. Ramachandran et al. [30) 
proposed a set of techniques and heuristics to identifY botnets 
using passive analysis of DNS-~ased Black-hole List 
(DNSBL) lookup traffic. This technique addresses the 
possibility of performing counter-intelligence that help us to 
detect DNSBL reconnaissance activity, whereby botmasters 
themselves must perform lookups against the DNSBL to 
determine their bots' blacklist status. The goal in developing 
these models and heuristics is to distinguish DNSBL queries 
issued by botmasters from legitimate DNSBL traffic to 
identifY likely hots. These heuristics could be used to detect 
reconnaissance activities in real-time and allows for active 
countermeasures. As botmasters -usually perform 
reconnaissance lookups prior to the use of bot$ in an attack, 
this DNSBL counter-intelligence can be used for early 
warning to boost responses. Moreover, this detection 
technique does not require .direct comm\lnication with any 
component of the botnet, and does not disrupt the botnet's 
activity. They have presented the first study that uses direct 
analysis of DNSBL logs to infer other types of network 
behaviour. However, this technique runs the risk of false 
positives due to active countermeasures such as 
reconnaissance poisoning. In addition, this approach cannot 
detect distributed reconnaissance. 

In 2007, Choi et al. [15] proposed an anomaly-based 
botnet detection mechanism by monitoring group activities in 
DNS traffic, Which form a group activity in DNS quer,ies 
simultaneously sent by distributed hots. They have defined 
unique features of DNS traffic as group activity to distinguish 
botnet DNS queries from legitimate DNS queries. Since DNS 
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traffic appears in several stages of botnet life-cycle, it is 
possible to detect botnet by using the group activity property 
of botnet DNS -traffic, They also developed a mechanism that 
enables to detect C&C server migration. This anomaly-based 
botnet detection mechanism is more robust than the previous 
approaches and can detect botnet regardless of the type of bot 
and botnet by looking at their group activities in DNS traffic. 
Furthermore, it can detect botnets with encrypted channels 
since it uses the information of IP headers. Nevertheless, the 
main drawback of this approach is the high processing time 
required for monitoring huge scale of network. 

Other proposals in [22, 23) are ·also based on DNS 
monitoring. However, they are mostly useful for botnet 
tracking and measurement to understand botnet technology 
and characteristics, but do not necessarily detect bot infection. 

D. Mining-based Detection 
One effective technique for botnet detection is to identifY 

botnet C&C traffic. However, botnet C&C traffic is difficult to 
detect. In fact, since botnets utilize normal protocols for C&C 
communications, the traffic is similar to normal traffic. 
Moreover, the C&C traffic is not high volume and does not 
cause high network latency. Therefore, anomaly-based 
techniques are not useful to identifY botnet C&C traffic. 
Several data mining techniques including machine Iearoing, 
classification, and clustering can be used efficiently to detect 
botnet C&C traffic. 

Geobl and Holz [31] proposed Rishi in 2007. Rishi is 
mainly based on passive traffic monitoring for unusual or 
suspicious IRC nicknames, IRC servers, and uncommon 
server ports. They use n-gram analysis and a scoring system to 
detect bots that use uncommon communication channels, 
which are coinmonly not detected by classical intrusion 
detection systems [31). However, this approach is quite 
limited, in that IRC nickname can be changed to resemble 
normal host. In addition, this method cannot detect encrypted 
cotiununication as well as non-IRC botnets. 

In 2008, Strayer et aL [32] proposed a network-based 
3olution using machine learning techniql!eS for detecting 
botnet traffic. They showed that evidence of botnet command 
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and control activity can be extracted from flow characteristic 
using passive traffic analysis. They adopt a two stage process 
which first distinguish IRC flows, and then identifY botnet 
C&C traffic from normal IR,C flows [32]. Although these 
techniques are effective to detect some botnets, they are 
specific to IRC-based botnets, Moreover, for accurate analysis 
and detection these techniques require access to payload 
content. Thus, it cannot detect encrypted C&C traffic. 

Masud et al. [33] proposed robust and effective flow-based 
botnet traffic detection by mining multiple log files. They 
introduce multiple log correlation for C&C traffic detection. 
They classifY an entire flow to identifY botnet C&C traffic. 
This method does not impose any restriction on the botnet 
communication protocol and is therefore applicable to non
IRC botnets. Furthermore, this method does not require access 
to payload content. Hence, it is effective even if the C&C 
payload is encrypted or is not available [33]. 

Botminer {34) is the most recent approach which applies 
data mining techniques for botnet C&C traffic detection. 
Botminer is an improvement of Botsniffer [26]. lt clusters 
similar communication traffic and similar malicious traffic. 
Then, it performs cross cluster correlation to identifY the hosts 
that share both similar communication patterns and similar 
malicious activity patterns. Botminer is an advanced botnet 
detection tool which is independent of botnet protocol and 
structure. Botminer ·can detect real"world botnets including 
lRC-based, HTTP-based, and P2P botnets with a very low 
false positive rate [34). 

IV. COMPARISON OF BOTNET DETECTION TECHNIQUES 

This section provides a brief comparison of botnet 
detection techniques. We have compared botnet detection 
approaches based on key features including: ability to detect 
unknown bots, · capability of botnet detection regardless of 
botnet protocol and structure, and botnets with encrypted C&C 
channels, real-time detection, and accuracy:This comparison 
is summarized in Table 1. 

As Shown in this table, signature-based techniques can 
only detect known botnets, whereas the other classes are able 
to detect unknown bots. However, there are few botnet 
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detection techniques (15, 33, 34) that can detect botnet 
regardless of botnet protocol and structure. These techniques 
will be effective even though botmasters change their C&C 
communication protocol and structure. On the other hand, 
detection techniques that require access to C&C payloads (24, 
25, 31, 32) are less effective as botmasters tend to use 
encrypted channels for C&C communications. Among all 
detection techniques, the only approach that allows real-time 
detection is a DNS-based detection which uses DNSBL 
counter-intelligence to detect reconnaissance in real-time. 
However, active countermeasures run the risk of false 
positives. The most recent botnet detection techniques [33, 34] 
based on data mining as well as DNS-based botnet detection 
approach. in [15] provide promising. tradeoff. These methods 
are independent of botnet protocol and structure. Moreover, 
they are effective to detect encrypted C&C botnet 
communication. In overall, these techniques can detect real· 
world botnets regardless of botnet protocol and structure with 
a very low false positive rate. 

V. CONCLUSION 

Botnets pose a significant and growing threat against 
cyber-security as they provide a key platform for many cyber
crirnes such as Distributed Denial of Service (DDoS) attacks 
agains-t critical targets, malware dissemination, phishing, and 
click fraud. Despite the long presence of malicious botnets, 
only few formal studies have examined the botnet problem 
and botnet research is still in its infancy. This paper suryeys 
. botnet and botnet detection. 

As mentioned in this paper, the high light. value of botnets 
is the ability to provide anonymity through the use of a multi· 
tier command and control (C&C) architecture. Diversity of 
botnets protocols and -structures makes botnet detection a very 
challenging task. In this survey botD.et detection techniques 
based on passive networ.k traffic monitoring are classified into 
four classes including signature-based, anomaly-based, DNS
based, imd mining-base. Signature-based techniques can only 
detect known .botnets, whereas the other classes are able to 
detect unknown bots. 

However, most of the-current botnet detection techniques 
work only on specific botnet C&C communication protocols 
and stnictures. Consequently, as botnets change their C&C 
communication architecture, these methods will be ineffective. 
According to our comparison, the most recent botriet detection 
techniques [33, 34) based on data mining as well as DNS· 
based botnet detection approach in [15] can detect real-world 
botnets regardless of botnet ·protocol and structure with a very 
low false positive rate. Hence, developing techniques based on 
data mining and DNS traffic for botnet C&C traffic detection 
has been the most promising approach to combat botnet threat 
against online ecosystems· and computer assets. 
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QoS and System Capacity Optimization in WiMAX Multi~ Hop Relay 
Using Flexible Tiered Control Technique 

Anas F. Bayan 1
, Tnt·Chee Wan 2 and R. Sureswaran 3 

1• 2• 3 National Advanced lPv6 Centre of Excellence (NAv6) 
1
• 2 School of Computer Sciences 
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Abstract. WIMAX which is biiSed on IEEE 802.16 standards attempts to provide high Quality of Service 
(QoS) performance, dntn rate and covemge wllhin wireless networks to work as !liSt mile solution for cod 
user access. One of the main important issue for deploying real time and non-real tlm11 broadbnnd wireless 
occcss networks is to guemnty Quality of Service (QoS) provisioning and bandwidth ollocotion among 
different cliiSses of services (UOS, rtps, o-rtps, BE) in WiMAX multi-hop relay networks . .In order to achieve 
high utilizntion of bandwidth nllocntlon while providing QoS to various real time and nori-reai time 
opplle~~tion, QoS architecture, scheduling and admission control mecbonlsms need to be embedded into the 
MAC !nyer protocol in order to support scnlobllily and b4!ldwidth extension. In this paper a new network 
orcliitecture is proposed to Improve the QoS for individuahlser flows in lhe $ystem ond loerease the ovemll 

,, . system capocily for QoS flows. We propose suitable criteria for supporting tiers of QoS for various user 
·· applications according to their distance from WiMAX base station in Lhe proposed network orch!tecture. 

Finally a new technique named Flexible Tiered Control (FTC) technique is proposed as a solution to control 
tbe number of users !.hat connect to Lhe network and calculate the system capocily in terms of a three level 
relay topology 

Keywords: WiMAX, Multi-hop relay, Scheduling, Bandwidlh allocation, QoS, Tiers, System capocily, 
FTC 

No•wadai/S wireless technology has grown rapidly, ond providing seamless access to infonnation across 
link to the end user over a wide area has become a crucial goal in wireless conununications 

For example, in areas where wireless signals are very week and/or with !united or no Internet 
such as In rurnl areas, dense urban envirorunent and inside building covernge, a multi-hop wireless 

based system plays an important role in improving covernge and capacity in order to fill-in the wireless 
ond provide wireless access to the end users. 

standlud IEEE 802.16-2004 {1), defmes two main topologies which are point-to-multipoint (PMP) 
Both topologies can be used to deploy wiroless data sexvices to end users. 

topology is the traditional tro.nsmission mode in WiMAX, where all the subscriber stations (SSs) 
directly to the centro! WiMAX Base Stn.tlon (BS) through the wireless link. Thus, connections are 

between SSs and BS for data transmissions, and direct communications between SSs ore not 
Any communications or data. tmnsm!ssion between two SSs are routed through the WiMAX BS. 

topology, the existing SSs are not directly connected to the BS. SSs are acting as relay stations 
permit comrounicntioos between SSs in order to achieve coverage extension of a BS without 
.of another BS which may be costly. Therefore, SSs relay transmissions of other SSs that cannot 

~uuwlulllciltte with the BS [2]. 

shows nn example ofWiMAX PMP topology including mesh relay network expansion topology. 
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Abstract- One feature of Dynamic Host Configuration Protocol 
(DHCP) servers is the ability to assign static (fixed) IP Addresses 
for well-known clients in the Local Area Network (LAN) based 
on their Medium Access Control (MAC) addresstl. This ty.pically 
involves manual intervention bv the network administrator to 
enter the correct MAC address "and IP address information into 
the DHCP server configuration file, and to restart the DHCP 
server to apply the changes. Obviously this process tends to be 
time consuming and error 9rone, due to mistyping the MAC 
address or assigning duplicate IP addresses to multiple clients. 
This paper describes an automated . technique called the 
Dynamic-Auto-Static (DAS) technique to automate the static 
(fixed) IP assignment process and minimize manual intervention 
by network administrators. The proposed technique 
automatically white-lists dynamically assigned IP addresses 
allocated to new clients joining the LAN for conversion into static 
or fixed IP address assignments after the client bas exceeded a 
network administrator specified threshold for DHCP lease 
renewals. Tbe network administrator can review the wbitelist to 
make changes where necessary. The DAS technique comprises 
tbe following tasks: (I) Analysis of all MAC addresses and 
associated IP addresses within the DHCP leases file, (2) Update of 
the DHCP server configuration file with new wbitelisted static IP 
address assignments, and (3) Restart of tbe DHCP service to 
implement tbe new IP address assignment policy. These tasks 
were automated using the Linux cron facility. 

Keywords: DHCP-v4, Automated Static IP address 11$Signment 

I. INTRODUCTION 

The task of Intranet management includes network 
configuration of hosts and servers, and the allocation of fixed 
(static) IP addresses to well-known users to simplify network 
troubleshooting and user traceability. Since an Intranet may 
involve hundreds or thousands of users, manual configuration 
of host IP parameters easily lead to errors, and worse, 
duplicated IP address assignments cause users and 
administrators grief as they try to track down conflicting 
systems. Dynamic Intranets such as Wliversity networks 
experience regular changes in the composition of nel\\'ork users 
and computing equipment (typically notebook PCs) as new 
students enroll and graduate. Consequently, Dynamic Host 
Configuration Protocol (DHCP) [1],(2), an extension to the 
BOOTP protocol [3), is an essential mechanism for automated 
dynamic resource allocation and configuration for such 
environments [ 4). 

978-1 -4244-5373-3/09/$26.00 ~2009 IEEE 

Figure I. Simplified DHCP Client-Server communication model 

DHCP provides configuration parameters to hosts 
attempting to access the Intranet and Internet, consisting of 
two components: a protocol for delivering host-specific 
configuration parameters from the DHCP server to a host and 
a mechanism for the allocation of hosts network addresses [I). 
DHCP is built on a client-server model, where designated 
DHCP servers allocate network addresses and distribute 
configuration parameters to dynamically configured hosts. 
This protocol reduces system administration workload, 
allowing devices to be added to the network with little or no 
manual interference [1). A simplified DHCP Client-Server 
communication model in a Local Area Network (LAN) is 
illustrated in Figure 1. 

When a DHCP-enabled client connects to a network, the 
DHCP client broadcasts a DHCP Request to obtain necessary 
configuration information from the DHCP server. On 
receiving a valid request, the server assigns the computer an IP 
address, a lease (length of time the allocation is valid), and 
other lP configuration parameters, such as the subnet mask, 
default gateway, Domain Name Server (DNS) addresses and 
other nel\\'ork specific service information. 

Typically DHCP servers assign a dynamically generated lP 
address from an administrator specified IP address pool to 
clients on a first-come-frrst serve basis via Dynamic Address 
Allocation for a certain duration termed a DHCP lease (See 
RFC 2131 [I) and RFC 2132 (2)). When clients release these 
dynamically assigned IP addresses or when the DHCP lease 
expires, the addresses can be reclaimed and reallocated to 
service new DHCP requests. On the other hand, static IP 
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Governments of the world have recognized the 

need for good security governance program in 

order to protect sensitive data. This is achieved 

by setting up policies based on regulations 

and framework, and performing compliance 

monitoring. 

However, the complexity of ensuring 

compliance and strong IT governance is made 

more complex considering the variety of 

security issues that must be monitored, and 

the need to comply with multiple standards 

and also the frequency of measuring the IT

based controls, policies and audit results. 

The obstacles associated with implementing 

strong IT compliance come from often

repeated, time-consuming processes: creating, 

defining, and distributing policies; tracking 

exceptions; managing standards; managing 

entitlements; remediating deviations; and 

performing both procedural and technical 

assessments. Thus, there is a critical need for 

governments to find a way to perform 

these costly and laborious processes more 

efficiently. To address these challenges, 

IMPACT has embarked on the development 

of IMPACT Government Security Scorecard 

(IGSS) for the use of its member countries. 

The IGSS system provides a centralized and 

automated 

compliance audit analysis of government 

information systems with its dedicated 

intelligent engine. The IGSS system suppmts 

multiple platforms like Microsoft, UNIX, Unux 

arid provides the flexibility of implementing 

agent-less or agent based architecture, all 

leveraging on a single integrated application 

and reporting infrastructure and data 

repository. 

The IGSS system supports common available 

regulations and standards framework like 

SOX,PC1, FISMA, HIPAA:GLBA, Saserll, 

ISO 17799, COBIT and NIST SPS00-53. Now, 

governments can effectively monitor security 

compliance within their systems based on 

available standard& and regulations with 

almost immediate results. The IGSS system 

has also excellent repo11ing features with 

the purposefully developed graphical user 

interiace; the Dashboard. This dashboard 

gives a centralized view of the overall security 

compliance and posture of the government 

and its various interconnecting agencies. It has 

an in-built drill-down capability which allows 

complian.ce analysis to be conducted right up 
to the end devices. 

With this IGSS system, governments have 

now at their disposal a powerful tool that can 

most impo1tant1y set the benchmark of security 

compliance, ongoing monitoring, manage as 

well as remediate security compliance within 

their information security systems almost 
immediately. 

A pilot project is currently ongoing with the 

Strategic Information Technology Division of 

the Malaysian government, the Malaysian 

Administration Modernization and Planning 

Unit (MAMPU). This pilot project star1ed late 

last year, adopts the ISO 27001 standards and 

framework and is being deployed on critical 

network segments and servers within the 

organization. The pilot project is targeted to be 

completed in July 2009. 



With regards to the bots communication protocols, another classification appears to classify bois as 

those who are relaying on IRC protocols and are known as IRC based bptnets. Here, we coordinate 

the research methods to identify the different type of bots regardless of their communication 

protocol and based on their general similar behaviour model. 

However, the ullimate obiectives of the research division on botnets can be summarized as follows: 

» Provide a research platform to researchers interested in botnet mitigating techniques. 

• Provide research tools and libraries for those interested in developing botnet detection and 

countermeasure methods. 

• Provide research facilities by bringing researchers togelher for further discussion and idea 

sharing. 

• Provide a research platform for researchers interested in botnet scanning and propagation 

techniques as part of threat propagation detection. 

IMPACT Academic Network (JAN) 
by Maryam Feily 

The main objective of the tAN is to bridge the 

gap between experts and researchers alike 

from the governments of the world, private 

sectors as well as the academia of the world 

to unite and focus on a common platrorm 

to discuss and provide solutions to matters 

poorly or not adequately addressed with 

regards to cyber security. 

This forum is open only to registered 

researchers or experts by invitation or 

recommendations. This is necessary to 

safeguard the information on this 

portal with the intention that it would. not get 

into the wrong hands. Registered users of this 

.forum can discuss in great detail the latest and 

most important issues threatening the world of 

cyber security and come up with unanimous 

decisions on possible solutions. 

They can post articles and reply to other user's 

articles as is done in any other similar forum. In 

addition to the user's articles, the portal would 

also feature the latest news on cyber security 

or cyber threats making the IAN a one stop 

place focused in the area of cyber security. 
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The objective of the research division under the Centre for Security Assurance and Research is 

to develop a comprehensive research network with a pool of experts including the private sector, 

governments of the world and academia with the main intention to zoom into targeted areas of 

concern with regards to cyber security. which is not adequately addressed. II also makes available 

the facilities including the access to specialised ICT laboratories, speCialised equipment, resource 

centre, other facilities and the necessary environments to encourage research in areas of cyber 

security. 

IMPACT research division coordinates 3 main areas: 

1. Data Mining and Tt1reat Research, 

2. Botnet Researcl1 

3. IMPACT Academia Network (IAN). 

Data Mining and Threat Research 

by Selvakwnar Manikam 
· ~-~~{f·~~~:t"~'.;\i'.t·~.r).f!U!:..~\.' ;:~~i"::·r~.:.~.'.~:i:= ·)·•.1}:.' !\') 

The concern about national security has 

increased significantly since the terrorist 

attack on September 11, 2001 . Intelligence 

agencies such as the CIA and FBI are 

actively collecting and analyzing information 

to investigate terrorists' activities. local law 

enforcement agencies have also become 

more alert to criminal activities in their own 

jurisdictions that may be relevant to national 

security. The difficulty is in analyzing the large 

volumes of relevant data involved in criminal 

and terrorist activities due to highly organized 

criminal activities and relevant data that can 

be voluminous, yet diffuse in geography and 

time span. It is hard to see the overall picture 

until tragic events happen. New crime types 

emerge as technology evolves. Cyber threats 

can be difficult to detect because busy 

network traffic and frequent online transactions 

generate large amounts of data but only a 

tiny portion is related to criminal activities. 

Knowledge discovery and dissemination (KDD} 

and data mining techniques hold the promise 

of making it easy, convenient, and practical to 

explore very large databases. 
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Various techniques are used: 

Association Rules Mining 
The process of discovering frequently 

occurring threat elements in a database. 

Intrusion detection 
To identify patterns of program executions 

and user activities as association rules 

Classification 
The process of finding the common properties 

among different threat entities and classifying 

them into groups 

Botnet Research 
by Dr. Ahmed M. Manasra/1 

Clustering 

The process of grouping cyber terrorist items 
into classes of similar characteristics 

Social Network Analysis 

Establish a network that illustrates the roles of 

cyber terrorists, the flow of tangible/intangible 
goods and information, and the associations 

among these entities 

Sequential Pattern Mining 

Find frequently occurring sequences of items 
over a set of transactipns that occurred 

at different times (e.g., to detect temporal 
pattern of network attack) 

The vast growth in the networking sector has been an attractive point to the attackers' community. 

The attackers are always developing new techniques to assist them in compromising large number 

of computers around ttie world. Botnet is an example of such a threat. Botnet is a group of bots that 
are running on compromised hosts that are controlled by the attackers remotely via a ·command 

and control {C&C) server. Botnet is used to perform many malicious activities such as spam and 

DDoS attacks. The botnet is considered as a major threat to the Internet due to its fast increasing 
techniques and mechanisms. 

A recent report shows that the total number of 

"bot" infected systems has been measured to 

be between 800,000 to 900,000 while CERT 

has described botnet as more than 100,000 
members. The result of tt1ese studies shows 

the real problem behind this threat of bots 
and how quickly the problem is evolving. 

Another study shows that about 40% of 
computers connected to the Internet all over 

the world are infected and controlled by 
attackers. The same study also classifies the 

current "state of art" research on botnets into: 
understanding botnets, detecting and tracking 

botnets, and countering against botnets. 

The research division coordinates the 
classification of bots in the areas of detecting 

and tracking. This is due to the fact that 

a proper botnet countering and tracking 
should be based on a proper detection and 

identification of the bots. 

~~<·,:·.'·: The attackers·are always devolopini · 
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ABSTRACT 

One of the main and serious threats on the Internet is 
Spam. Spam refers to the abuse of electronic messaging 
system by sending unrequested bulk messages randomly. 
Botnets are considered one of the maiil contributors to the 
sources of spam. Botnet refers to a group of software 
called hots. The function of these 'hots is to run on several 
compromised computers autonomously and automatically. 
Spamming causes illegal consuming of network resources 
in general and mail system in particular. The objective of 
this research is to detect the source of spam oh the 
networTC by det11cting the abnormal behaviors tnat reflect 
spamming activities. Behavioral-based Spam Detector 
(BSD) combines several behaviors of the spam hots at 
different stages including the behavior of spam 
preparation before the spam session when the spammers 
search for an open relay SMTP service to send e-mails 
through, and the behavior of spammers while connecting 
to the mail server. The proposed method monitors the 
network traffic · for group · malicious activities. The 
relationship betwf!en the host behaviors that trigger 
suspicion is used to find out if there are any Spam hots or 
Botnet members within the network. Detecting the 
abnormal behavior produced by the spam activities gives 
a high rate of suspicion on the existence of hots. 

KEYWORDS: SPAM, Botnet d~tection, Network threat 
detection, Network worm detection. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

There are several challenges facing the e-mail systems; 
for example, the inc;rease of harmful techniques has 
forced e-mail users to search for the higher degree of 
safety and privacy to ensure the security of the 
transmitted information [1). This is due to the recent 
spread of viruses, hackers, malwares, worms, and Botnets. 

978-1-4244-6620-7/10/$26.00 ©2010 iEEE 453 

Spam is one of these challenges that abuse the electronic 
messaging system by sending a huge amount of 
unrequested bulk messages randomly that makes up of 80% 
of the emails as a spam [2]. The reason behind this high 
percentage is due to the armies of the harmful hots that 
are controlled by a bot master. Botnets refer to a group of 
software called 'hots' or 'robots' . The function of these 
bots is to run on several computers autonomously and 
automatically [3]. -This ·kind of software usually works at 
the end-user system that has been infected. Once these 
bots are installed, they· send an identification message to 
the bot master. The bot master can start any command and 
controhession by using these infected computers that are 
called 'zombies'. The bot master performs illegal attacks 
on all these z;ombies. Bots work under the shadow to 
avoid being detected by an antivirus or observed by the 
user. Bots software has the ability to disable the antivirus 
effect by producing an anti antivirus [2]. The best time for 
the hots to start performing their activities is during the 
idle period of the host computer. This happens especially 
when the bots sense the low CPU utilization; hence they 
start to take advantage of the infected host resources to do 
their desired activities. 

1.1. Botnet and SP AM Activity 

The Botnet' s strength comes from the number of zombies 
that can be controlled. "Bots" act in a similar way as 
worms in their propagation attempts between the 
computers in a network. The increasing nwnber . of 
zombie machines strengthens the Botnet capabilities. A 
computer may receive unwanted e-mails which usually 
contain commercial materials, adult materials and website 
advertisements that might be attached with harmful 
software like malware, viruses, and bots. This software is 
use4 to propagate between networked computers by 
performing discrete or multiple actions such as spamming 
[3). 

The current techniques of the antivirus/anti-spam can 
detect spam by screening the content of e-mails which are 
widely used nowadays to mitigate spam e-mails (4]. 
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DEFENDING SERVERS AGAINST NAPTHA ATTACK BY USING AN EARLY 
CLIENT AUTHENTICATION METHOD 

ABSTRACT 

Naptha attack aims to disrupt TCP service a server provides by generating 

large amount of forged connections to the server. The targeted server includes secure 

shell server, mail server, web server and file server. These servers typically create one 

process or one thread for each established incoming request regardless of whether the 

client is legitimate or not. Once the maximum process limit or thread limit is reached, 

new request will be closed and dropped. Hence, Naptha attack is also a Denial of 

Service attack. In this research, we propose Early Client Authentication Method (ECAM) 

in defending server that required client Jogin against Naptha DoS attack. This method 

patches the gap between connection establishment and client validation which appears 

in current TCP implementation. The advantages of the proposed authentication method 

are simple, efficient and it does not introduce additional transaction between client and 

server. Results show that the proposed ECAM is capable in handling the attack on our 

test machine while continue serving its client. 
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